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SUMMARY  

Maize (Zea mays L.), grown for both human and animal consumption, is of major 

importance worldwide. Since the beginning of maize domestication, grain yields have 

increased constantly, especially since the introduction of single-cross hybrids around 1960. 

Our Plus-Hybrid system is a promising approach to increase the maize grain yield even 

further. In a Plus-Hybrid, a cytoplasmic male-sterile (CMS) hybrid is combined with an 

unrelated male-fertile hybrid, the latter acting as the pollen donor for the whole field. In 

addition to the heterosis effect on both hybrids, two other phenomena can improve the 

grain yield of the CMS hybrid seed-plant: the CMS effect, corresponding to the effect of 

male sterility, and the xenia effect, the direct effect of allo-pollination. 

Cytoplasmic male sterility in maize is a natural trait due to a mutation of the 

mitochondrial DNA affecting sporogenesis. CMS plants do not produce or release 

functional pollen. Three main types of male-sterile cytoplasm (T, C and S) have been 

identified according to the specific nuclear restorer-of-fertility genes (rf genes) that are 

able to countermand male sterility and restore fertility. Breeders have made use of this 

maternally inherited trait since the 1950s to facilitate the production of hybrid seeds and 

minimize costs. Even though CMS-based systems for seed production were abandoned 

after the epidemic of Southern Corn Leaf Blight (caused by Bipolaris maydis race T, 

especially virulent on maize with T cytoplasm), which devastated the US Corn Belt in the 

early 1970s, European and US breeders are now becoming interested again in this 

convenient and cost-effective tool. However, they implement mainly C and S CMS 

systems.  

CMS could benefit not only breeders but also farmers by the cultivation of our Plus-

Hybrids. In regular maize stands, huge amounts of pollen are produced and the harvested 

grains consist of an F2 population, i.e. the first inbreeding generation, resulting from the 

sib-pollination of single-cross hybrids. In contrast, maize Plus-Hybrids, in which a CMS 

hybrid (counting for 80% of the field) is pollinated by an unrelated male-fertile hybrid 

(20%) benefits from the effects of CMS and xenia, which can positively impact grain yield. 

Most of the studies on these two effects and the way, in which they affect yield 

components, are outdated and, thus, irrelevant for predicting whether and how modern 

Plus-Hybrids could boost grain yield.  
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The main objective of this study was to evaluate the potential gain in the yield of 

modern European Plus-Hybrids. According to previous studies at the ETH Zurich, the 

European dent x flint heterotic group appeared to be the most responsive to CMS and xenia 

with regard to grain yield compared to US dent or Thai flint or semi-flint plant material. 

Thus, the objective of the present study was to focus on modern commercial or pre-

commercial European hybrids with a broad genetic background, i.e. collected from 

different breeding companies and representing the three male-sterile cytoplasm types.  

Small-plot field trials were conducted in three seasons. In a first screening phase, 

carried out at three Swiss locations in 2005, the pollinating ability of the male-fertile as 

well as the combining ability of the male-sterile form of 12 hybrids was evaluated with two 

testers (DSP2-MS and LIM2, respectively), identified in the former experiment. Five 

responsive CMS hybrids and three additional good pollinators were identified as being 

good candidates for Plus-Hybrids and were selected for further investigations. In the 

‘European maize ring experiment’, carried out in 2006 and 2007, these candidate hybrids 

were evaluated in a factorial manner at 12 locations in Switzerland, Germany, France and 

Bulgaria thanks to local research institutes, which participated in the European Program 

Co-Extra. In comparison to the yield of the male-fertile form of the sib-pollinated seed-

plants, modern Plus-Hybrids increased the maize grain yield by 10% across all 

environments. In given environments, the best performing Plus-Hybrids led to yield 

increases above 20%, often due to variation in the two yield components, number of 

kernels (KN) as well as the thousand kernel weight (TKW). Variations in KN were usually 

related to the CMS effect, while variations in TKW were due mainly to xenia. The CMS 

effect seemed to be very dependent on the environment, and CMS hybrids usually 

performed better than their male-fertile counterpart under sub-optimal growing conditions, 

while their yields were similar under optimal growing conditions. Thus, the CMS effects 

seemed to be less relevant than xenia effects for a significant impact on grain yield; 

however, they still remain of interest since CMS plants could act as a buffer, favoring more 

stable yields in uncertain climate change. On the other hand, the potential gain in yield due 

to xenia was higher and more consistent across environments, although its extent varied 

according to environmental conditions (source availability). For this reason, it is suggested 

that breeding companies concentrate on the xenia effect, i.e. on identifying hybrid pairs 

that combine well in the existing genetic pool and on developing further effective CMS 

and pollinator hybrids.  
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As well as increasing yield, Plus-Hybrids can have an additional advantage for the 

coexistence of genetically modified (GM) and conventional or organic maize fields. With 

regard to GM maize cultivation in Europe, the main issue is the release of transgenic 

pollen, which could reach and pollinate plants in non-GM adjacent fields. The Plus-Hybrid 

system, where CMS is considered to be a bio-containment tool for transgenes, appears to 

be a good way to prevent the release of transgenic pollen (e.g. Bt maize) or at least to 

reduce drastically the amount of transgenic pollen released (e.g. herbicide-tolerant (HT) 

maize). The stability and reliability of the CMS trait in various environments was 

investigated in a tandem study (Weider, 2008). Reliable CMS hybrids exist among modern 

European hybrids and could be used right now for the bio-containment of transgenes. 

Be it for conventional or GM maize, the empirical breeding of Plus-Hybrids is time-

consuming, requires large areas, and is labor-intensive. The field layout has to be adapted 

by means of pollinator blocks, in which sub-plots of CMS seed-plants are grown. Testing 

multiple combinations and especially multiple pollinators leads to a drastic increase in the 

size of the trial and may quickly become unmanageable. For this reason, it is essential to 

find new tools for the selection/development of Plus-Hybrids. Since it has often been 

suggested that the genetic distance (GD) between both hybrid components is necessary to 

benefit from xenia, a phylogenic study was carried out based on 20 SSR markers 

distributed over the maize genome. The genotyping analysis identified different genetic 

groups among the plant material, which corroborated the information provided by the 

breeders. GD was not directly related to Plus-Hybrid performance and xenia. Genetic 

diversity seems to be required but is insufficient for ensuring a positive xenia effect on 

yield or TKW. Nevertheless, it has been suggested that only a few genes are responsible 

for xenia and especially for the paternal effect (increase in sink strength of the developing 

kernel); thus the mapping of candidate genes/regions and the development of molecular 

markers may be feasible in the near future. Marker assisted selection for Plus-Hybrids 

could then be conducted at the same time as empirical breeding, which would drastically 

reduce efforts, and improve the breeding progress, as is the case in the current breeding of 

single-cross hybrids. 

CMS and maize Plus-Hybrids have a great potential, which is not being fully utilized. 

As well as its historical use in hybrid seed production, CMS is a promising approach for 

boosting grain yield and, thus, surpassing regular hybrid breeding progress by more than 
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10 years. Used for bio-containment, Plus-Hybrids could eventually improve the acceptance 

of GM maize in Europe by the politician, the public as well as the farmer.  
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ZUSAMMENFASSUNG 

Mais (Zea mays L.) ist eine der bedeutendsten Getreidearten weltweit. Seit seiner 

Domestizierung ist der Kornertrag ständig gestiegen, besonders mit der Einführung von 

Einweghybriden in den sechziger Jahren. Das Plus-Hybrid System, in dem eine 

cytoplasmatische männlich sterile (CMS) Hybride von einer genetisch nicht verwandten 

männlich fertilen Hybride bestäubt wird, scheint ein vielversprechender Weg zu sein, um 

weitere Ertragssteigerungen zu erzielen. Zusätzlich zum Heterosis-Effekt, der sich auf 

beide Hybride auswirkt, profitieren die CMS Hybriden von zwei weiteren Effekten, die 

positiv auf deren Ertrag wirken können: der CMS-Effekt, direkter Einfluss der männlichen 

Sterilität, und der Xenien-Effekt, direkter Einfluss der Fremdbefruchtung.  

Im Mais entsteht männliche Sterilität auf natürliche Weise durch eine Mutation im 

mitochondrialischen Genom, die die Sporogenese verhindert. So produzieren CMS 

Pflanzen keinen Pollen oder nur sterilen Pollen. Bei Mais gibt es drei verschiedene CMS 

Typen (T, C und S), die aufgrund ihrer restaurierenden Kerngene (rf Gene), die gezielt die 

Fertilität wiederherstellen können, definiert sind. Seit den fünfziger Jahren wurde diese 

Eigenschaft in der Maiszüchtung extensiv verwendet, um die Kosten der 

Hybridsaatgutproduktion zu minimieren. Obwohl die Saatgutproduktion auf der Basis von 

CMS nach der Helminthosporium-Epidemie im US-Corn Belt abrupt beendet wurde, wird 

sie heutzutage rehabilitiert und immer mehr von europäischen und US-amerikanischen 

Züchtern verwendet, überwiegend mit C oder S Cytoplasmen. Das CMS System ist aber 

nicht nur für die Saatguterzeuger interessant, auch Landwirte könnten durch den Anbau 

von Plus-Hybriden profitieren.  

In einem traditionellen Maisbestand von Einweghybriden wird Pollen im Überschuss 

produziert; geerntet wird eine F2-Generation, die Inzuchtdepression äussert. Anders verhält 

es sich in einem Plus-Hybrid Maisbestand, wo eine CMS Hybride (80% des 

Maisbestandes) von einem nicht verwandten Pollenspender (20%) bestäubt wird. In diesem 

Bestand haben sowohl die männliche Sterilität (CMS-Effekt) als auch die 

Fremdbefruchtung (Xenien-Effekt) einen positiven Einfluss auf den Ertrag der CMS 

Pflanzen. Die meisten Studien bezüglich dieser zwei Effekte und ihrem Einfluss auf den 

Kornertrag sind veraltet. Sie daher für eine Ertragsvorhersage für moderne Plus-Hybriden 

heranzuziehen ergibt wenig Sinn.  
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Das Hauptziel dieser Dissertation war, das Potenzial moderner europäischer Plus-

Hybriden zu untersuchen. Laut vorangegangener Studien zeigte die europäische dent x flint 

Variante der Plus-Hybriden deutliche Ertragsvorteile gegenüber dem US dent oder Thai 

flint oder semi-flint Pflanzenmaterial. In diesem Projekt fokussierten wir uns auf eine 

Auswahl von modernen europäischen Hybriden, die alle drei CMS Typen beinhalten, von 

verschiedenen Züchtungsfirmen stammten und daher eine breite genetische Spanne 

widerspiegelten. 

Kleinparzellen-Versuche wurden über drei Saisons durchgeführt. In der ersten 

Screening-Phase (2005) wurden die CMS- und Bestäubungseigenschaften von 12 

Hybriden, respektiv CMS und männlich fertil, in Kombination mit zwei Testhybriden 

(LIM2 und DSP2-MS) getestet. Fünf geeignete CMS Kandidaten und drei geeignete 

Pollenspender wurden identifiziert und für weitere Untersuchungen selektiert. 2006 und 

2007 wurden diese Kandidaten im Rahmen des „European Maize Ring Experiment“ in 

einem faktoriellen Design an 12 Standorten in der Schweiz, Deutschland, Frankreich und 

Bulgarien getestet. Dies konnte dank Partner Institutionen, die im europäischen Projekt 

Co-Extra involviert waren, realisiert werden. Im Vergleich zu der isogen-bestäubten 

männlich sterilen Mutterpflanze, erzeugten einige Plus-Hybriden über 10% mehr Ertrag, 

im Durchschnitt über alle Umwelten. In bestimmten Umwelten waren Ertragssteigerungen 

von über 20% erreicht worden, die grösstenteils auf eine Erhöhung der Kornanzahl (KA) 

sowohl als auch des Tausendkorngewichts (TKG) zurückzuführen waren. Ein positiver 

CMS-Effekt führte meistens zu Variationen in der KA, währenddessen sich der Xenien-

Effekt überwiegend auf das TKG auswirkte. Der CMS-Effekt stellte sich als sehr 

umweltabhängig heraus. Unter sub-optimalen Umweltbedingungen wiesen CMS Hybriden 

bessere Erträge auf als deren männlich fertile Formen, wobei sie aber keinen Vorteil unter 

optimalen Bedingungen hatten. Bezüglich einer Ertragssteigerung scheint der CMS-Effekt 

weniger relevant zu sein als der Xenien-Effekt. Jedoch könnte dieser Effekt, der unter 

wechselnden klimatischen Bedingungen einen Puffer bietet, um stabile Erträge zu sichern, 

zukünftig von Vorteil sein. Dennoch führte der Xenien-Effekt zu höheren und 

beständigeren Ertragssteigerungen als der CMS-Effekt, obwohl die Amplitude dieses 

Effektes auch umweltabhängig war. Bei zukünftigen Selektionen von Plus-Hybriden sollte 

der Schwerpunkt auf den Xenien-Effekt gesetzt werden, d.h. auf die Selektion und 

Entwicklung von gut kombinierbaren CMS und männlich fertilen Hybridpaaren.  
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Neben der Ertragssteigerung bietet das Plus-Hybrid System noch einen weiteren 

Vorteil. Im aktuellen Kontext der Einführung von genetisch verändertem (GV) 

Maissaatgut, bietet es die Chance der Koexistenz zwischen GV und konventionellen 

Beständen. Da der Hauptstreiktpunkt der Maiskoexistenz in Europa die Freisetzung von 

transgenem Pollen ist, der die konventionellen Nachbarfelder erreichen und befruchten 

könnte, wäre CMS Mais als biologisches Containment-Mittel eine elegante Lösung. Das 

Plus-Hybrid System wäre in dieser Hinsicht sinnvoll eingesetzt, da es entweder den Flug 

transgener Pollen verhindert (z.B. Bt Mais) oder ihn zumindest drastisch reduziert (z.B. 

herbizid-toleranter Mais). Die Stabilität und Beständigkeit der CMS in verschiedenen 

Umwelten ist in einer Parallel-Arbeit untersucht worden (Weider, 2008). Stabile männlich 

sterile Hybriden, d.h. solche, die umgehend als Bio-Containment-Mittel anwendbar sind, 

wurden in dem vorhandenen Pool moderner europäischer Hybriden identifiziert. 

Trotz des lohnenden Einsatzes in konventionellem oder GV Mais, bleibt die Züchtung 

von Plus-Hybriden sehr aufwendig. Das entsprechende Felddesign mit 

Bestäubungsblöcken, in denen Kleinparzellen von CMS Hybriden angebaut werden, 

begrenzt drastisch die Anzahl von Hybridkombinationen bzw. von Bestäubern, die man 

testen kann. Deshalb wäre das primäre Ziel, zusätzliche ‚Werkzeuge’ zu finden, die die 

Selektion/Entwicklung von Plus-Hybriden unterstützen können. Da die genetische Distanz 

(GD) zwischen zwei Hybriden die Hauptursache für den beobachteten Xenien-Effekt zu 

sein schien, wurde eine phylogenetische Studie mit 20 SSR (simple sequence repeats) 

Markern durchgeführt. Die Genotypisierung identifizierte genetisch verschiedene Gruppen, 

die mit den von den Züchtern gelieferten Pedigree-Informationen übereinstimmten. Die 

genetische Diversität schien zwar eine Voraussetzung für den Xenien-Effekt zu sein, 

jedoch waren diese beiden Merkmale nicht korreliert. Möglicherweise ist nur eine 

begrenzte Anzahl von Genen bei der Ausprägung des Xenien-Effektes und besonders des 

Bestäuber-Effektes (Steigerung der Sink-Kapazität des entstehenden Korns) involviert, 

was für eine künftige Kartierung von Kandidat-Genen vielversprechend ist. 

Markergestützte Selektionsmittel, welche schon routinemässig in der klassischen 

Hybridzüchtung angewendet werden, könnten dann auch für die Züchtung von Plus-

Hybriden entwickelt werden. 

CMS und Mais-Plus-Hybriden bieten ein Potential, was heutzutage noch lange nicht 

ausgeschöpft wird. Neben der traditionellen Anwendung in der Saatgutproduktion, bietet 

CMS durch das Plus-Hybrid System einen Weg, den Maisanbau zu optimieren und morgen 
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schon Erträge zu erhalten, die normalerweise 10 Jahre klassische Züchtung erfordern. Die 

Erweiterung des Plus-Hybrid Systems als Bio-Containement-Mittel für die Koexistenz 

zwischen GV und konventionellem Mais könnte die Akzeptanz von GV Mais deutlich 

verbessern und die Stimmen der Politiker, der Öffentlichkeit und der Landwirte in 

Einklang bringen. 
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RESUME 

Depuis le début de la domestication du maïs (Zea mays L.), les rendements en grains 

n’ont cessé d’augmenter, particulièrement depuis l’introduction des hybrides simples en 

1960. Peu à peu, le maïs s’est imposé comme une culture incontournable à l’échelle 

mondiale.  

Le système des Hybride-Plus, un nouveau système de culture du maïs, ouvre des 

perspectives prometteuses pour accroître encore les rendements dans le futur. Dans un 

Hybride-Plus, un hybride cytoplasmiquement mâle-stérile (CMS) est combiné à un autre 

hybride, mâle-fertile, assurant la pollinisation de tout le champ. S’ajoutent alors au 

phénomène d’hétérosis, s’exprimant sur chaque hybride, deux effets supplémentaires 

pouvant augmenter le rendement de l’hybride CMS: l’effet CMS, lié directement à la 

stérilité mâle, et l’effet de xénie, conséquence directe de l’allo-pollinisation. 

La stérilité mâle cytoplasmique est une propriété naturelle du maïs qui résulte d’une 

mutation dans l’ADN mitochondrial (ADNmt) affectant la sporogénèse. Les plantes CMS 

ne produisent pas de pollen ou, tout du moins, ne libèrent pas de pollen fonctionnel. Il 

existe trois différents types de CMS (T, C et S), causés par des mutations différentes de 

l’ADN mt et identifiés historiquement grâce aux différents gènes nucléaires de restauration 

de la fertilité (gènes rf), capables de contrecarrer la stérilité. Depuis les années 1950, la 

CMS a été intensivement utilisée par les sélectionneurs pour optimiser la production de 

semence hybride tout en minimisant les coûts. Bien que la production de semence à base 

de CMS ait en partie été abandonnée après les ravages causés par l’épidémie 

d’helminthosporiose (Southern Corn Leaf Blight, affectant particulièrement les plantes 

avec un cytoplasme de type T) dans la Corn Belt américaine au début des années 1970, les 

semenciers, européens comme américains, réhabilitent progressivement cet outil de 

production aux avantages indéniables. Les cytoplasmes des types S et C sont néanmoins 

privilégiés. 

En choisissant de cultiver des Hybride-Plus, la CMS pourrait également bénéficier 

directement aux agriculteurs et non plus seulement aux semenciers. Dans un champ de 

maïs traditionnel, composé d’hybrides F1 identiques génétiquement, le pollen est produit 

en excès et les grains récoltés représentent une génération F2, produit de l’endogamie et 

sujette à la consanguinité. A l’opposé, les Hybride-Plus, constitués d’un hybride CMS 

(80% du champ) pollinisé par un hybride mâle-fertile génétiquement différent (20%), 
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profitent à la fois de l’effet CMS et de la xénie sur le rendement. La plupart des travaux 

réalisés sur ces deux phénomènes et leurs impacts sont obsolètes et ne peuvent prédire ce 

que des Hybride-Plus modernes pourraient apporter en termes de gain de rendement. 

L’objectif principal de cette thèse est d’estimer le potentiel du système Hybride-Plus 

basé sur des hybrides européens modernes. En effet, selon une étude précédente, c’est le 

groupe hétérotique des hybrides dent x flint européens qui répond le mieux à l’effet CMS 

et à la xénie, devant les hybrides dent américains et flint ou semi-flint thais. En 

conséquence, notre étude se concentre sur un set d’hybrides européens, commerciaux ou 

pré-commerciaux, collectés auprès de différents sélectionneurs et présentant ainsi une large 

diversité génétique. Les trois types de cytoplasmes mâle-stériles sont représentés. 

Des essais en micro-parcelles, visant à évaluer les performances des Hybrides-Plus, ont 

été réalisés en deux phases. Une première phase de screening (trois sites suisses en 2005) 

où les facultés de douze hybrides, mâle-fertiles et mâle-stériles, à être respectivement de 

bons pollinisateurs ou de bons CMS dans un Hybride-Plus, ont été évaluées en 

combinaison avec des hybrides tests (DSP2-MS et LIM2). Cinq CMS ainsi que trois 

hybrides mâle-fertiles se sont révélés être de bons candidats et ont été sélectionnés pour la 

seconde phase d’évaluation. L’‘European maize ring experiment’, réalisé en 2006 et 2007 

sur douze sites en Suisse, Allemagne, France et Bulgarie grâce à des instituts de recherches 

participant au projet Européen Co-Extra, a permis de tester ces candidats de manière 

factorielle. En moyenne sur tous les environnements, les meilleurs Hybrides-Plus 

modernes ont présenté des gains moyens de rendement de 10% et plus par rapport au 

Status Quo (version mâle-fertile du CMS pollinisée isogéniquement). Dans les 

environnements les plus favorables, les meilleurs Hybrides-Plus atteignaient des gains 

supérieurs à 20%, le plus souvent liés à des augmentations, aussi bien du nombre de grains 

(NG) que du poids de mille grains (PMG) ; les variations de NG étant généralement dues à 

l’effet CMS et celles de PMG à la xénie. L’effet CMS se révéla fort dépendant des 

conditions environnementales, les hybrides CMS se montrant plus performants que leurs 

homologues mâle-fertiles dans des environnements sub-optimaux. Ainsi, l’effet CMS 

semble moins pertinent que la xénie pour assurer des gains de rendement fiables. Il reste 

néanmoins intéressant dans la mesure où il peut être considéré comme un tampon, 

permettant de palier aux effets d’une évolution climatique incertaine et garant de 

rendements plus stables. D’autre part, les gains liés à la xénie s’avérèrent supérieurs et plus 

fiables dans les différents environnements même si leur amplitude était également 
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déterminée par les conditions environnementales (effet source). C’est pourquoi, les efforts 

de sélection devraient porter principalement sur la xénie, c.-à-d. sur la sélection et le 

développement de couples CMS - mâle-fertile avec un fort pouvoir de combinaison, mais 

sans pour autant négliger le potentiel propre de l’hybride CMS (source). 

En plus d’augmenter les rendements, les Hybrides-Plus présentent également un 

avantage dans le contexte actuel d’introduction de maïs génétiquement modifié (GM) sur 

le marché européen. En effet, la préoccupation principale soulevée par la coexistence entre 

cultures de maïs GM et conventionnel en Europe est la dispersion de pollen transgénique 

pouvant polliniser un champ conventionnel voisin. Le système des Hybrides-Plus, appliqué 

au maïs GM, peut ainsi être considéré comme une méthode de confinement biologique qui 

permettrait, soit de supprimer totalement la libération de pollen transgénique (par ex., maïs 

Bt), soit d’en réduire drastiquement la quantité (par ex., maïs GM tolérant à un herbicide). 

La fiabilité et stabilité de la stérilité mâle sous différentes conditions environnementales 

ont fait l’objet d’un projet parallèle (Weider, 2008). Des hybrides CMS fiables, c.-à-d. qui 

pourraient être utilisés à des fins de bio-confinement, ont été identifiés au sein des hybrides 

européens actuellement commercialisés. 

Que ce soit à des fins conventionnelles ou GM, la sélection empirique d’Hybrides-Plus 

est un procédé contraignant. Le design expérimental requis consiste en des parcelles de 

pollinisateurs, au sein desquelles les micro-parcelles d’hybrides CMS sont cultivées. Aussi, 

multiplier le nombre de combinaisons et particulièrement le nombre de pollinisateurs 

testés, augmente sensiblement la surface des essais, les rendant rapidement ingérables. 

C’est pourquoi, il est primordial de développer des outils d’aide à la sélection des Hybride-

Plus. Une hypothèse répandue étant que la xénie soit en relation avec la distance génétique 

(DG) séparant les deux hybrides, une étude phylogénique a été entreprise. Le génotypage 

des hybrides par un set de vingt marqueurs SSR (simple-sequence repeats) a permis de les 

répartir dans différents groupes génétiques, corroborant les informations communiquées 

par les sélectionneurs concernant les pédigrées. Les performances des Hybrides-Plus et 

plus particulièrement de la xénie n’étaient pas corrélées à la DG séparant les hybrides. 

Ainsi, une certaine diversité génétique entre les deux hybrides semble nécessaire, mais 

n’est pas suffisante à l’expression de la xénie. Néanmoins, des indices suggérant que seul 

un nombre restreint de gènes peut être impliqué dans la xénie et, plus précisément, dans 

l’effet paternel (augmentation de la faculté de la graine en développement à puiser des 

réserves), la cartographie de gènes candidats, suivi du développement de marqueurs 
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moléculaires associés, paraît réalisable dans un futur proche. La sélection assistée par 

marqueurs pourrait ainsi venir compléter et optimiser la sélection empirique des Hybride-

Plus, comme c’est déjà le cas actuellement dans les programmes de développement 

d’hybrides F1. 

La CMS chez le maïs et les Hybrides-Plus offrent un large potentiel, inexploité à l’heure 

actuelle. En effet, en plus de son intérêt dans la production de semence hybride, la CMS 

représente un moyen attractif d’optimiser la culture du maïs ; le recours aux Hybrides-Plus 

permettrait d’ores et déjà un bond de dix ans en avant en termes de rendements grains. 

Utilisés comme outils de bio-confinement, les Hybride-Plus répondent élégamment à la 

problématique causée par la coexistence entre maïs GM et conventionnel en Europe en 

conciliant les points de vue de l’opinion publique, des politiques et des premiers concernés, 

à savoir les agriculteurs. 
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1 GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Evolution of maize grain yield 

Maize (Zea mays L.), grown for consumption by humans and animals, is of major 

importance worldwide. Since the beginning of its domestication, grain yields have 

increased continuously and steadily (Doebley, 2004). Maize cultivation has changed along 

with the revolution in genetics and breeding. In the USA, open-pollinated maize varieties 

(OPV) were replaced by double-cross hybrids in the early 1920s and then by single-cross 

hybrids around 1960 giving rise to substantial improvement in yield (Crow, 1998; Troyer, 

2004). In 2006, there were 144 million hectares of maize worldwide (FAO). The developed 

countries harvested 51% of the maize production on 30% of the annual acreage (Table 

1.1). 

Table 1.1: Maize statistics 2006 (FAO) 
    
    

 Harvested 
Areas 

Yield Production 

 106 ha t ha-1 106 t 
    

Developing countries 101.2 3.4 341.1 
    

Developed countries 43.2 8.2 354.2 
    

Total 144.4 4.8 695.2 
    
    

 

The disparity between production and the harvested acreage results from the large 

differences in maize grain yields among the developing countries (3.4 t ha-1), which 

cultivate mainly OPV, and the developed countries (8.2 t ha-1) where high-yielding 

commercial single-cross hybrids predominate (Figure 1.1). The performance of modern 

hybrids is based on the synergy of genetic improvement through efficient breeding 

programs and progress in agronomic practice (Lee and Tollenaar, 2007). The rapid 

turnover of commercial hybrids, driven by the improved performance of newer hybrids 

with respect to yield and yield stability, led to an annual gain in yield of +0.1 t ha-1 in 

developed countries (Figure 1.1). The introduction and diffusion of genetically modified 

(GM) maize hybrids has led to further increases in the annual yield of maize in the last 

decades. Since GM hybrids were released on the US market, yield increased, on average, 

by 0.2 t ha-1 per year and exceeded 10 t ha-1 in 2005 (Troyer, 2006).  

1 
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Figure 1.1: Maize grain yields in developing (in grey) and developed (in black) countries 
between 1960 and 2006 (FAO). “b” values (linear regressions kg ha-1) indicate annual gains in 
yield. 
 

1.2 Maize Plus-Hybrids 

The Plus-Hybrid system, first described by Stamp et al. (2000), is a promising approach 

to increasing the maize grain yield. In a Plus-Hybrid, a cytoplasmic male-sterile (CMS) 

hybrid is combined with an unrelated male-fertile hybrid, the latter acting as the pollen 

donor for the whole field. As well as the heterosis effect on the grain yield of both hybrids 

per se, two other phenomena can increase the grain yield of the CMS hybrid seed-plant: 

the CMS effect, corresponding to the effect of male sterility, and the xenia effect, the direct 

effect of allo-pollination. 

1.2.1 Cytoplasmic male sterility in maize 

Cytoplasmic male sterility (CMS) is a natural trait of more than 150 plant species (Laser 

and Lersten, 1972) and renders the plant unable to produce functional anthers and/or 

pollen, while the fertility of the ovaries (female fertility) is unaffected (Schnable and Wise, 

1998). Rhoades (1933) was the first to describe CMS in Peruvian maize OPV. The form of 

male sterility found in maize is due to the complementary action of cytoplasmic and 

nuclear genes. While mutations of the mitochondrial genomes are responsible for the 

failure of sporogenesis, leading to no pollen or to the production of non viable pollen 
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grains, nuclear restorer-of-fertility genes (rf genes) are able to counteract CMS and to 

restore, in full or in part, the male fertility of a plant with male-sterile cytoplasm (Budar 

and Pelletier, 2001; Budar et al., 2003; Chase and Gabay-Laughnan, 2004; Eckardt, 2006). 

Three different male-sterile cytoplasms exist in maize: the Texas cytoplasm (T CMS) 

(Rogers and Edwardson, 1952), the USDA cytoplasm (S CMS) (Jones et al., 1957) and the 

Chuarra cytoplasm (C CMS) (Beckett, 1971). They are related to mutations at three 

different positions on the mitochondrial genome and they can be distinguished easily by a 

multiplex polymerase chain reaction (PCR) with three specific primer pairs (Liu et al., 

2002) (Figure 1.2). 

 

5‘ atp 6

5‘ atp 6-C

Orf 355 (p 39.9)

T-urf13

Orf 77

T CMS
440 bp

CMSTF CMSTR

398 bp
CMSCF CMSCR

799 bp
CMSSF CMSSR

C CMS

S CMS

5‘ atp 6

5‘ atp 6-C

Orf 355 (p 39.9)

T-urf13

Orf 77

T CMS
440 bp

CMSTF CMSTR

398 bp
CMSCF CMSCR

799 bp
CMSSF CMSSR

C CMS

S CMS

 

Figure 1.2: Recombinant mtDNA regions of sterile cytoplasm types T, C and S. Blue arrows 
indicate the binding sites of the specific primer pairs; the size of the expected amplification 
products is given between the arrows (Liu et al., 2002).  

1.2.1.1 Use of CMS in hybrid seed production 

Maize breeders realized early the benefit of CMS for the breeding and production of 

hybrid seeds. Thanks to male sterility, manual detasseling was no longer required, and the 

CMS system was used widely in the production of hybrid seeds after efficient restoring 

system, involving fully restoring rf genes, were found. In the USA, the T cytoplasm, 

expressing the complete and stable absence of pollen and for which suitable restorer 

genotypes were identified in the breeding pools of inbred lines (IL), was used extensively 

in the late 1960s. Although it was known that the T CMS trait was closely linked to 

susceptibility to a pathogen, it was estimated that 85% of the maize hybrids grown in the 
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USA in 1970 was produced with the T CMS (Ullstrup, 1972; Dewey and Korth, 1994). An 

epidemic of Southern Corn Leaf Blight, caused by a new race of Helminthosporium maydis 

(race T), especially virulent in maize carrying the T CMS, devastated the Corn Belt in the 

USA. The disease led to an overall loss of yield of 50% and up to 1 to 1.5 billion dollars 

(Ullstrup, 1972). As a consequence, breeding/seed production systems went immediately 

back to using normal male-fertile cytoplasms, coupled with mechanical or manual 

detasseling or, to a lesser extent, CMS systems involving S and C male-sterile cytoplasm. 

No official data on the effective use of CMS in today’s hybrid seed production are 

available, but most European breeders now develop modern IL based on CMS (mainly 

with C and S CMS). It is assumed that the rate of commercial hybrids produced with CMS 

increases constantly (maize breeders of several European breeding companies, personal 

communications, 2005; X. Foueillassar, Arvalis Institut du Végétale, France, personal 

communication, 2005)  

1.2.1.2 Female advantage 

In natural gynodioecious populations, where CMS and hermaphrodite individuals 

coexist, two prerequisites are necessary for the maintenance of male sterility: (i) CMS 

confers an advantage to female compared to hermaphrodite individuals and (ii) nuclear rf 

genes are counter-selected when male-sterile cytoplasm is lacking (Budar and Pelletier, 

2001; Budar et al., 2003). The female advantage may be caused by increased female 

fecundity related to the reallocation of resources unused in male functioning or by greater 

seed vitality in avoiding self-pollination and, thus, inbreeding depression in the progeny. In 

many gynodioecious populations, CMS individuals often produce significantly more viable 

seeds than hermaphrodites (Gouyon and Couvet, 1987; Thompson and Tarayre, 2000). In 

the domestication and breeding of maize, both conditions may be present but pretty 

impacted: the counter-selection of rf genes was controlled and probably overcome in 

breeding programs, while female advantage may have been enhanced for breeding 

purposes. The impact of CMS on the maize grain yield and agronomic performance was 

investigated in the 1950s and the 1960s, as CMS systems were used extensively to 

optimize breeding and seed production. While many researchers (Duvick, 1958; Everett, 

1960; Josephson and Kincer, 1962; Lim et al., 1974) reported an inconsistent or even 

negative impact of CMS on maize grain yield, Rogers and Edwardson (1952), Duvick 

(1965), Sanford (1965) and Pintér (1986) found higher yields of CMS individuals due to 

more prolific plants. This positive effect of CMS was even stronger under moderate stress 
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conditions (Chinwuba et al., 1961; Duvick, 1965; Bruce et al., 1966). The extent of the 

CMS effect on yield was often subject to the genotype and the environment (Duvick, 

1965). Although the potential of male-sterile hybrids has been neglected in the last 

decades, two studies confirmed the female advantage of CMS hybrids in more modern 

plant material as well as the effect of environmental conditions (Kálmán et al., 1985; 

Stamp et al., 2000).  

1.2.2 Xenia, a benefit of allo-pollination 

A maize kernel can be separated into two main parts, the embryo and the endosperm, 

which account for about 94% of the mature grains (Kiesselbach, 1960). As a result of the 

double-fertilization, half of the genome of the embryo and one third of the genome of the 

endosperm are derived directly from the pollen (Friedman, 1998). Pollen of different origin 

may affect the developing seed. Focke (1881) described this phenomenon in maize more 

than 100 years ago and referred to it as xenia (from the Greek “xenios”, hospitality). 

Defined as the immediate effect of allo-pollination on non maternal tissues of the seed 

(embryo and endosperm), this phenomenon is particularly important in species with a 

developed endosperm like maize.  

1.2.2.1 Xenia effects on grain yield  

In maize, numerous agronomic advantages of allo-pollination were described, including 

heavier kernels (Hoekstra et al., 1985; Seka and Cross, 1995; Bulant and Gallais, 1998; 

Weingartner et al., 2002b; Weingartner et al., 2002a) and/or embryos (Doehlert and 

Lambert, 1991) leading to higher grain yields (Hoekstra et al., 1985; Weiland, 1992; Seka 

and Cross, 1995). The composition of the kernel can, however, also be modified by xenia 

(Letchworth and Lambert, 1998), thus affecting the oil (Lambert et al., 1998) and protein 

(Tsai and Tsai, 1990; Weingartner et al., 2004) contents. These modifications result from 

the impact of xenia on several physiological traits, which play key roles in kernel 

development (e.g. the kernel growth rate (Seka and Cross, 1995) and/or enzyme activities 

and the duration of the grain-filling period (Bulant and Gallais, 1998; Bulant et al., 2000)). 

The importance of this phenomenon for maize production has been totally ignored by 

breeders during the last century. The only commercial application of xenia was the 
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development of the TopCross1 High Oil system, by which CMS hybrids are blended with 

10% of a pollinator capable of enhancing the growth of the embryo in the kernels that 

develop on the CMS seed-plants and, thus, improve the quality and content of oil and 

proteins (Thomison et al., 2002; Thomison et al., 2003).  

1.2.2.2 Genetic distance between hybrids and xenia 

Classical breeding of maize is based mainly on the optimization of heterosis in the F1 

progeny of two IL, (Budar and Pelletier, 2001). Like heterosis, xenia seems to be related to 

greater heterozygosity after allo-pollination (Bulant et al., 2000). It is assumed that there is 

a relationship between the genetic distance (GD) separating the two parental IL or hybrids 

and the extent of the xenia effect observed on the developing kernel. So far, no work has 

been done on the relationship between the xenia effect and the GD separating the parents; 

the convergence, however, of classical breeding for heterosis and marker assisted selection 

(MAS) in maize breeding is encouraging. The relationship between genetic diversity 

among the maize IL, and the degree of heterosis in the progeny has been studied by means 

of different molecular methods (isozymes (Smith et al., 1990; Stuber et al., 1992), 

restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) (Godshalk et al., 1990; Smith et al., 

1990; Ajmone Marsan et al., 1998; Betran et al., 2003; Mihaljevic et al., 2005), amplified 

fragment length polymorphism (AFLP) (Ajmone Marsan et al., 1998; Kiula et al., 2007) 

and simple sequence repeats (SSR) (Reif et al., 2003a; Xu et al., 2004; Choukan et al., 

2006)). Even though the conclusions are controversial and the power of prediction of these 

molecular markers is low, MAS has been implemented by most of the maize breeding 

companies in order to optimize heterosis and to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of 

practical plant breeding. Several authors (Stuber et al., 1999; Liu et al., 2004; Dayteg et al., 

2007; Hallauer, 2007) concluded that MAS, the integration of genomics in empirical 

breeding, provides more accurate results and increases the frequency of superior 

genotypes. Similarly, MAS could be applied to the selection of well-combining CMS and 

male-fertile hybrid combinations regarding the xenia effect on grain yield for the breeding 

of optimal Plus-Hybrids. 

                                                 

1 TopCross is a registered trademark of DuPont Specialty Grains, Des Moines, IA, USA 
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1.2.3 Plus-Hybrids combine CMS and Xenia  

In regular maize fields, where single-cross hybrids are grown in pure stands, the harvest 

represents the F2 generation resulting from their sib-pollination. Therefore, the harvested 

kernels are a segregating population, which is subject to early inbreeding depression. In 

contrast, Plus-Hybrids consist of a blend of 80% CMS hybrids and 20% unrelated male-

fertile hybrids, the latter of which acts as pollen donor for the whole stand (Figure 1.3.a). 

In addition to the heterosis effect, which promotes the grain yield of both hybrids per se, 

this cultivation system combines the advantages of CMS and xenia and leads to the so-

called Plus-Hybrid effect (Figure 1.3.b). The CMS seed-plant, accounting for 80% of the 

stand, would benefit from the female advantage through CMS and from the xenia effect 

through allo-pollination by an unrelated pollen donor.  

 

    a.   b. 
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Figure 1.3:  a. Diagram of a maize Plus-Hybrid stand: CMS hybrids (green) are grown in 
mixture with an unrelated pollinator hybrid ( yellow) ensuring the pollination of the whole 
stand.  

b. Diagram of the Plus-Hybrid effect combining CMS and xenia effects on 
grain yields. The third column (xenia effect) represents a theoretical system that is not 
practical in the field. 

 

The feasibility of Plus-Hybrids was established previously with hybrids of various 

origins: European dent x flint, American dent x dent and Asian flint or semi-flint hybrids 

(Kaeser, 2002; Weingartner, 2002). The researchers concluded that the European dent x 

flint genetic pool is the most interesting in terms of the potential gain in yield by Plus-

Hybrids. Nevertheless, the European plant material in these experiments was limited to a 

few Swiss CMS hybrids and included only male-sterile hybrids carrying the T cytoplasm.  
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1.3 Mitigation of transgenic gene flow through Plus-Hybrids 

The coexistence of GM and non-GM maize cultivation systems in Europe implies the 

control of the release of transgenic pollen. A wild relative of maize does not exist in 

Europe and maize volunteers, unharvested grains that remain on the field and germinate in 

subsequent year, do not occur under European climatic conditions (with the exception of 

some parts of southern Europe), so the main concern is the release of transgenic pollen, 

which could reach and pollinate neighboring non-GM maize stands. In the last decade, 

most of the studies carried out on the coexistence of both types of maize, GM and non-GM 

(whether conventional or organic) focused on two main points: (i) the monitoring and 

modeling of pollen flow (Ma et al., 2004; Jarosz et al., 2005; Bannert, 2006) and (ii) the 

determination of minimum isolation distances between the fields (Luna V. et al., 2001; 

Halsey et al., 2005) in order to minimize cross-pollination by transgenic pollen and comply 

with the European legal threshold of 0.9%. Another approach to mitigating gene flow may 

be the use of Plus-Hybrids for biological containment (bio-containment). The growth of 

transgenic CMS maize hybrids together with a smaller proportion of non-transgenic and 

unrelated hybrids, serving as pollen donors, results in the confinement of the transgenes to 

the CMS hybrid, so that it cannot ‘escape’ from the GM maize field via the pollen (Feil 

and Stamp, 2002; Feil et al., 2003). Such a system could already be applied to Bt maize or 

GM maize for pharmaceutical purposes (Weider et al., 2009). Applying the Plus-Hybrid 

system to herbicide-tolerant (HT) GM maize implies the simultaneous use of a HT 

pollinator hybrid. However, even in such a setup, the total amount of transgenic pollen 

released would be reduced by 80% compared to a regular GM maize stand, where all the 

plants are fertile. 

Furthermore, Plus-Hybrids in the context of coexistence could offer several advantages 

over other strategies for mitigating transgenic pollen flow. First, it is not mandatory to 

genetically engineer maize for CMS, because several sources of CMS are already 

available. Second, blends of male-sterile Bt maize and male-fertile non-Bt maize may help 

to delay the development of Bt-toxin-resistant pest populations. Third, GM Plus-Hybrids, 

like conventional Plus-Hybrids, combine CMS and xenia to boost grain yield in addition to 

the advantage conferred by the genetic modification itself. We believe that our method can 

be implemented immediately, because seeds of CMS versions from current high-yielding 

hybrids can be produced at lower costs and in large quantities based on existing standard 

practices of hybrid seed production. 
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1.4 Outline of the thesis 

The Plus-hybrid system is a remarkable approach to increasing maize grain yield and, 

thus, to meeting future requirements. However, most of the existing studies have been 

carried out on a limited number of outdated genotypes; therefore, updating by studying a 

larger set of modern plant material is necessary. The main objective of this project was to 

investigate the reliability of ‘modern’ Plus-Hybrids, i.e. consisting of a combination of 

current hybrids, and their potential in terms of yield increases due to the CMS and xenia 

effects. The plant material used in this study was modern commercial or pre-commercial 

single-cross hybrids, obtained from several European breeding companies and available in 

a male-fertile type and in one of the three CMS types. 

Since it would have been impossible to test all hybrid combinations in a diallel mating 

(one replication would have required too many seeds and 0.5 ha), the field experiment was 

carried out in two parts. 

The first phase, reported in chapter 2, was carried out at three locations in Switzerland 

in 2005. The combining ability of the CMS and the pollinating ability of the male-fertile 

forms of the hybrids were investigated with two test hybrids. The test hybrids were known 

to be a responsive CMS seed-plant and a good pollinator, respectively (Weingartner et al., 

2002b). The objective of this screening was to identify the best hybrids with regard to their 

response to the Plus-Hybrid effect on yield and to select good candidates for further 

investigations. 

The second phase of field trials, i.e. the “European maize ring experiment” (chapter 3) 

was conducted in Switzerland, Bulgaria, France and Germany in collaboration with partner 

institutions, which also participated in the European project Co-Extra. The performance of 

Plus-Hybrids consisting of the factorial combinations of five hybrids in male-fertile and 

male-sterile forms plus three additional good pollinators was evaluated in 12 environments 

in 2006 and 2007. The objectives of the ring experiment were to estimate the potential gain 

in yield, brought about by modern Plus-Hybrids, to test the consistency of both CMS and 

xenia effects on grain yield as well as the reliability of modern European Plus-Hybrids in a 

wide range of environments. 

Chapter 4 was based on the assumption that the extent of xenia effects is related to the 

level of heterozygosity of the developing kernel. Accordingly, genetic distance (GD) 

between the CMS and the pollinator hybrid may be a predictor of xenia, which could be 
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implemented to facilitate the breeding of high-yielding Plus-Hybrids. To evaluate this 

hypothesis, the relationship between xenia and GD was investigated by a genotyping 

analysis using 20 SSR markers. 
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2 MODERN MAIZE HYBRIDS CAN IMPROVE GRAIN YIELD AS PLUS-

HYBRIDS BY THE COMBINED EFFECTS OF CYTOPLASMIC MALE 

STERILITY AND ALLO-POLLINATION 

 

 

ABSTRACT - A cytoplasmic male-sterile (CMS) maize hybrid is referred to as a Plus-

Hybrid when it is grown in mixture with an unrelated pollinator, i.e. when it is allo-

pollinated. It often leads to higher grain yields than the corresponding sib-pollinated male-

fertile hybrid. To improve breeding processes, more knowledge of Plus-Hybrid effects 

with modern plant material must be acquired. The Plus-Hybrid abilities of 12 modern 

European hybrids from diverse breeders, representing all three types of CMS, were 

evaluated in a field study at three locations in Switzerland in 2005; their suitability as 

pollen receptors and pollen donors were tested by combining their male-sterile and male-

fertile forms with two respective known tester hybrids. The variations caused by the CMS 

effect on the yield of a specific genotype in a given environment ranged from -8 to +8%. 

These variations did not depend on the type of male-sterile cytoplasm. The Plus-Hybrid 

effect for a specific combination was consistent among locations, but the extent of the 

effect depended on the environment. The test pollinator induced an average Plus-Hybrid 

effect of +6.9% on the grain yield of the set of CMS hybrids. After allo-pollination, the 

yield of seven of the 12 CMS hybrids increased by more than +8% (mainly due to a higher 

thousand kernel weight). Although the impact of the type of cytoplasm was not significant, 

hybrids with C and T cytoplasm showed a stronger response to allo-pollination than 

hybrids with S cytoplasm. Five very responsive CMS hybrids and one good pollinator, 

originating from different European breeders, were identified among the set of 12 hybrids 

tested in these field trials. 

 

__________________________________________________ 

Related Publication:  

Munsch, M., K.-H. Camp, P. Stamp, and C. Weider. 2008. Modern maize hybrids can 

improve grain yield as Plus-Hybrids by the combined effects of cytoplasmic male-sterility 

and allo-pollination. Maydica. 53:261-268. 

2 
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2.1 Introduction 

Maize Plus-Hybrids consist of a cytoplasmic male-sterile (CMS) hybrid grown in 

combination with an unrelated male-fertile hybrid, the latter acting as the pollen donor for 

the whole field. The combination of both CMS and allo-pollination (xenia) can boost the 

grain yield (Weingartner et al., 2002b; Weingartner et al., 2002a). 

Only a small number of studies have been made on the combined effects of the Plus-

Hybrid on grain yield. Most previous studies on one or the other of these effects are 

outdated because they were carried out with irrelevant low-yielding plant material (usually 

inbred lines). While most publications reported that CMS causes an increase in yield 

(Rogers and Edwardson, 1952; Duvick, 1965; Pintér, 1986), other studies reported no or 

even negative effects (Everett, 1960; Lim et al., 1974). Modern Thai and Swiss single-

cross hybrids showed significant yield increases due to CMS under contrasting 

environmental conditions (Stamp et al., 2000). 

Allo-pollination was often reported to lead to greater yields (Hoekstra et al., 1985; Seka 

and Cross, 1995; Letchworth and Lambert, 1998), related to an increase in kernel size due 

to modifications of the kernel growth rate (Seka and Cross, 1995) and/or the activity of 

several enzymes as well as the duration of the grain-filling period (Bulant and Gallais, 

1998; Bulant et al., 2000). 

In a study of Swiss dent x flint, American dent x dent and Thai flint or semi-flint 

hybrids, dent x flint material profited most from the Plus-Hybrid effect (Weingartner, 

2002; Weingartner et al., 2002a); however, the study was based exclusively on the 

debatable male-sterile T cytoplasm (Levings III, 1993) .  

The aim of this follow-up study was to test the suitability of a broader range of 

European dent x flint hybrids from several European breeding companies for developing 

Plus-Hybrids. All the hybrids were available in both normal and in one of the three CMS 

types of cytoplasm and were tested to determine their potential as pollen receptors and 

pollen donors.  
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2.2 Materials and Methods 

2.2.1 Plant material 

Twelve modern high-yielding single-cross hybrids (dent x flint) from European 

breeders were tested in 2005 (Table 2.1). They belong to the medium-early maturity group 

and were selected for simultaneous flowering. The pollinating ability of the male-fertile 

version and the combining ability of the male-sterile version (T, C or S cytoplasm) were 

tested in combination with the pretested CMS hybrid DSP2-MS (=Silpro-MS) and the test 

pollinator LIM2 (=Banguy), respectively (Weingartner et al., 2002a). 

Table 2.1: Origin of the genotypes and type of cytoplasm (N= normal male-fertile cytoplasm; 
T, C or S= types of male-sterile cytoplasm). 

     
     

Breeding Company Hybrid  Cytoplasms 
     

DSP♠  DSP1 
DSP2 
DSP3 
DSP4 
DSP5 
DSP6 

N, T 
N, T  
N, T 
N, S 
N, S 
N, C 

    

Euralis♣  EUR1 N, C 
    

KWS♦  KWS1 
KWS2 

N, S 
N, S 

    

Limagrain ♥  LIM1 
LIM2 

N, C 
N 

    

NK●  SYN1 
SYN2 

N, S 
N, S 

    
     

 

♠, Delley Seeds and Plants Ltd., Switzerland 
♣, Euralis Saaten GmbH, Germany 
♦, KWS Saat Ag, Germany 
♥, Limagrain-Nickerson SA, France 
●, NK, Syngenta Seeds GmbH, Germany 

2.2.2 Experimental design 

The field trials were carried out at three Swiss locations in 2005 (Table 2.2). Avenches 

and Delley (canton of Fribourg) are favorable for producing grain maize; Lindau (canton 

of Zurich) is located in a marginal area. The sowing density was 10 plants m-2. Fertilization 

and plant protection measures were carried out according to local recommendations to 
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produce a grain yield of 10 t ha-1. Nitrogen was applied three times: 50 kg after sowing, 50 

kg at the fifth leaf stage and 80 kg three weeks before flowering. P and K fertilization was 

adjusted to the field environments and was broadcast before sowing.  

Table 2.2: Locations (coordinates (Coord.), altitude (Alt.) and soil type) and sowing dates 
(Sow.D.) 

         
         

Location  Coord.  Alt.   Soil  Sow. D. 
    masl     

         

Avenches  46°53’N 
7°03’E 

 430  Sandy Mollic Cambisol  11.05.05 

         

Delley  46°55’N 
6°58’E 

 500  Chromic Luvisol  11.05.05 

         

Lindau  47°27’N 
8°41’E 

 540  Eutric Cambisol  13.05.05 

         
         

 

The trial was sub-divided into three parts: the combining ability of the 12 CMS hybrids 

was tested with the test pollinator LIM2, the pollinating ability of the 12 male-fertile 

hybrids was tested with the CMS hybrid DSP2-MS with three or two replications in 

Avenches and Delley and four replications in Lindau, and the sole effect of male sterility 

(CMS effect) on the 12 CMS hybrids was evaluated in Lindau with four replications.  

The experimental layout of the different tests consisted of small-plot trials in pure 

stands (Figure 2.1). In the first trial, the CMS hybrids were grown in sub-plots in a 

randomized complete block design. The sub-plots, consisting of two rows, 4.5 m long, 

were sown randomly inside the pollinator block of LIM2. In the second trial, the main plot 

was the pollinator block, in which two sub-plots (consisting of two rows, 4.5 m long), 

corresponding to DSP2-MS and the male-sterile version of the pollinator were randomly 

distributed (Figure 2.1). Two rows of the pollinator were always sown between the sub-

plots to ensure successful fertilization. In the second trial, the reference data of the sib-

pollination of the male-fertile hybrid were obtained in an additional sub-plot, consisting of 

two rows, 4.5 m long, placed among the pollinator rows. At the edge of each pollinator 

block, four border rows as well as rows on the lateral sides of the plots were additional 

sources of pollen and acted as a buffer zone to minimize contamination by pollen from 

neighboring blocks.  
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Figure 2.1: Diagram of different pollinator blocks: 

A. Trial 1: the test pollinator LIM2  surrounds the randomly distributed 12 sub-plots of 
CMS hybrids.  

B. Trial 2: the pollinator of interest (e.g. EUR1) surrounds the sub-plots of its CMS 
version, EUR1-MS, and of DSP2-MS. 

An additional sub-plot, located among the pollinator rows (discontinuous lines), gives the 
reference value of the sib-pollination of the male-fertile hybrid. 

 

2.2.3 Pollination control and final harvest 

To evaluate synchronous flowering of the Plus-Hybrid and, thus, the success of 

pollination, the Plus-Hybrid-related anthesis-silking interval (external ASI) was measured. 

The external ASI, adapted from the usual definition of ASI, corresponds to the interval 

between the anthesis of the pollen donor hybrids (50% of the plants release anthers on the 

main branch of the tassel) and the silking of the pollen receptor hybrids (50% of the CMS 

plants have visible silks). 

After physiological maturity (formation of the black layer), the sub-plots were 

harvested, manually in Lindau and with a precision combine in Avenches and Delley. The 

ears were threshed after being dried for 24 to 36h at 60°C (grain moisture around 10%). 

The total grain yield (weight) was measured, and a sub-sample of 300 kernels was 

collected and dried for three days at 95°C (until constant weight) to determine the grain 

moisture content, the dry weight, the thousand kernel weight (TKW), and the number of 

kernels per surface area (KN). 
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2.2.4 Calculation of the effects 

CMS effect: relative difference in grain yield, TKW, and KN between a sib-pollinated 

CMS hybrid and its sib-pollinated male-fertile counterpart. The CMS effect is calculated as 

100% ×
−

=
×

××

FF

FFFMS
A VAR

VARVAR
CMS , 

where VARMSxF and VARFxF represent the variable value of the sib-pollination of the male-

sterile (MS) hybrid and the male-fertile (F) hybrid, respectively. 

Plus-Hybrid effect: relative difference in grain yield, TKW, and KN between an allo-

pollinated CMS hybrid and its sib-pollinated male-fertile counterpart. The Plus-Hybrid 

effect is calculated as 

100% ×
−

=
−×−

−×−×−

FAFA

FAFABMSA
AB VAR

VARVAR
PH , 

where VARA-MSxB and VARA-FxA-F represent the variable value of the allo-pollination of the 

CMS hybrid A by the pollinator hybrid B and of the sib-pollination of the male-fertile 

hybrid A, respectively. 

2.2.5 Statistics 

Analysis of variance (ANOVA) and comparison of mean total grain yield (adjusted to 

15% moisture), thousand kernel weight (TKW), and number of kernels (KN) per square 

meter  were performed with the MIXED Procedure (Littell et al., 2006) of the SAS® 9.1.3 

software (SAS, 2004) based on the REML (restricted maximum likelihood method). This 

method assumes that the distribution of the dependent variable (error term and the random 

effects) is normal. The locations and replications at each location were treated as random 

factors. Sources of variation and appropriate F ratios (Type III F-test on fixed effects) were 

applied according to McIntosh (1983). The estimates of the means were compared with a 

Student-Newman-Keuls Test (t-test). 
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2.3 Results 

2.3.1 Synchrony of flowering and external ASI 

The external ASI of the different Plus-Hybrid combinations ranged from -0.2 d for 

LIM1-MS x LIM2 to 5.6 d for DSP6-MS x LIM2 with an average of 2.6 d across the three 

locations. The average external ASI was longer (NS) in Lindau (4.1 d) than in Avenches 

(1.4 d) and Delley (2.0 d). Most Plus-Hybrids with LIM2 as the pollinator showed a slight 

protandry. The maximum of 7.0 d was observed for two Plus-Hybrid combinations in 

Lindau, DSP4-MS x LIM2 and DSP6-MS x LIM2, while DSP2-MS x LIM2 had a negative 

ASI (-1.3 d) in Avenches.  

DSP2-MS was the first to flower of the set of genotypes. Its combination with the 

different pollinators often led to a negative external ASI (7 Plus-Hybrids of the 12). The 

average external ASI was -1.4 d with a range of -3.4 to 1.9 d. The longest protoginy was 

found in Delley for the Plus-Hybrid DSP2-MS x DSP4 (-5.4 d), while DSP2-MS x SYN1 

had the longest protandry (3.5 d) in Lindau.  

2.3.2 Global grain yield  

The average grain yields of the control sub-plots (sib-pollination of the male-fertile 

hybrids) were comparable to those of the corresponding arable regions. The average yields 

in Avenches (11.3 t ha-1) and in Lindau (11.4 t ha-1) were statistically identical but differed 

from that in Delley (10.4 t ha-1, P<0.10 and P<0.05, respectively). Delley was slightly 

affected by drought stress during the early development of the kernels. The average grain 

yield of the control sub-plots, where the sib-pollination of the 13 male-fertile hybrids 

occurred, was 10.8 t ha-1 across three locations (Table 2.3). There was considerable 

variability among the different male-fertile hybrids, the yield of which ranged from 10.0 to 

11.7 t ha-1. The hybrids were divided into three yield classes (α=5%) with most of them (8 

of 13) in the group of high-yielding hybrids with an average grain yield of 11.3 t ha-1; the 

third class of lower yielding hybrids had an average grain yield of 10.3 t ha-1. 
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Table 2.3: Maize grain yield of the control sub-plots of sib-pollinated male-fertile hybrids at 
three locations. 

       
       

  Grain yield     
   Hybrids  t ha-1     
       

DSP3  11.7  A§   
DSP6  11.6  A   
EUR1  11.5  A   
DSP1  11.4  A   
SYN2  11.1  A B  
KWS1  11.1  A B  
DSP5  11.1  A B  
KWS2  10.9  A B C 
LIM2  10.4   B C 
SYN1  10.3   B C 
DSP4  10.3   B C 
DSP2  10.1    C 
LIM1  10.0    C 

       

Average  10.8     
       
       

§, the yield of hybrids followed by the same letter is not significantly different (α=0.05). 
 

 

 

Table 2.4: Yield and yield components (thousand kernel weight (TKW) and number of 
kernels (KN)) of the male-fertile hybrids and their sib-pollinated CMS counterparts (FxF and 
MSxF, respectively) in Lindau with respect to the type of CMS. 
          
          

 Grain yield  CMS effect on: 
       

 FxF MSxF  Yield TKW  KN 
Cytoplasm t ha-1 t ha-1  %  %  %  
          

S cytoplasm (6hyb) 11.2 11.2  -0.0 NS 1.6 NS -2.3 NS 
C cytoplasm (3hyb) 11.1 11.3  1.5 NS -4.9 NS 8.7 NS 
T cytoplasm (3hyb) 11.7 11.3  -5.2 NS -8.0 * 4.8 NS 
          
          
 
 

*, significant at the probability level α=0.05 
NS, not significant 
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2.3.3 CMS effect on grain yield  

The CMS effect on grain yield ranged from about -8 to +8%; there were no significant 

CMS effects due to the large differences in the yield of the sub-plot (data not shown). The 

type of male-sterile cytoplasm was not determining; nevertheless, the three hybrids with C 

cytoplasm showed a consistent increase in the KN (8.7%, NS), whereas those with T 

cytoplasm showed a strong decrease in TKW (-8%, P<0.05) (Table 2.4). 

2.3.4 Plus-Hybrid effect on grain yield  

The average effect of allo-pollination on grain yield was similarly strong in Avenches 

and Lindau (close to 10%), in contrast to Delley (data not shown). The Plus-Hybrid effect 

of the pollinator LIM2 on the different CMS hybrids was usually positive and significant 

(+6.9% on average across three locations) (Table 2.5).  

 

 

Table 2.5: Variations in yield and yield components (thousand kernel weight (TKW) and 
number of kernels (KN)) due to the Plus-Hybrid effect induced by the pollinator LIM2 at 
three locations. 

            
            

    Yield  TKW  KN 
            

Seed-plant  Pollinator  %   %   %  
            

DSP1  LIM2  8.0 *  12.8 ***  -4.7 NS 
DSP2  LIM2  9.0 *  -0.3 NS  9.3 * 
DSP3  LIM2  4.6 NS  0.5 NS  4.8 NS 
DSP4  LIM2  12.1 **  11.3 **  0.8 NS 
DSP5  LIM2  9.2 *  10.8 **  1.9 NS 
DSP6  LIM2  -0.7 NS  4.1 NS  -3.7 NS 
EUR1  LIM2  15.4 ***  7.6 *  6.8 * 
LIM1  LIM2  10.1 *  4.8 NS  4.7 NS 
KWS1  LIM2  8.3 *  10.0 **  -0.8 NS 
KWS2  LIM2  -2.0 NS  -2.5 NS  0.3 NS 
SYN1  LIM2  3.6 NS  6.7 *  -5.5 NS 
SYN2  LIM2  5.6 NS  8.3 *  -1.5 NS 

            

  Average  6.9   6.2   1.0  
            
            

*, **, ***, significant at the probability levels α=0.05, α=0.01 and α=0.001, respectively 

NS, not significant 
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The increase was above 8.0% for seven of the 12 CMS hybrids, whereas the Plus-

Hybrid effect led to a slight decrease in the yield of DSP6 and KWS2. An increase in TKW 

was responsible for the Plus-Hybrid effect on the yield of four of the seven most 

responsive CMS hybrids (gains in yield above +8%, P<0.05), while an increase in KN was 

responsible for the Plus-Hybrid effect on the yield of DSP2 (Table 2.5). An increase in 

both the TKW and KN led to a stronger Plus-Hybrid effect on the yield of EUR1 and 

LIM1.  

Although the pollinator LIM2 induced slightly lower gains in the yield of the hybrids 

carrying the S cytoplasm compared to the hybrids with C or T cytoplasm (+4.7% compared 

to +7.1% and +7.2%, respectively), the impact of the cytoplasm on the extent of the Plus-

Hybrid effect was not statistically significant.  

Table 2.6: Variations in yield and yield components (thousand kernel weight (TKW) and 
number of kernels (KN)) due to the Plus-Hybrid effect induced on the test CMS hybrid, 
DSP2, by different pollinators at three locations. 

            
            

    Yield  TKW  KN 
            

Seed-plant  Pollinator  %   %   %  
            

DSP2  DSP1  -5.1 NS  -9.4 **  5.0 NS 
DSP2  DSP2 §  1.3 NS  -4.0 NS  6.5 NS 
DSP2  DSP3  -2.7 NS  -5.2 NS  3.1 NS 
DSP2  DSP4  -4.8 NS  -6.6 ‡  2.5 NS 
DSP2  DSP5  2.9 NS  -1.9 NS  5.0 NS 
DSP2  DSP6  2.2 NS  -1.3 NS  2.5 NS 
DSP2  EUR1  -5.2 NS  -6.2 ‡  0.7 NS 
DSP2  LIM1  -0.7 NS  -2.6 NS  2.8 NS 
DSP2  LIM2  9.0 ‡  -0.3 NS  9.3 * 
DSP2  KWS1  -0.5 NS  3.0 NS  0.6 NS 
DSP2  KWS2  8.6 ‡  -1.0 NS  10.4 * 
DSP2  SYN1  2.2 NS  -2.0 NS  5.5 NS 
DSP2  SYN2  -2.5 NS  -6.2 ‡  4.2 NS 

            

  Average  0.4   -3.4    4.5  
            
            

§: CMS effect on DSP2 (sib-pollination of DSP2-MS)  
‡, significant at the probability level α=0.10 
**, ***, significant at the probability levels α=0.01 and α=0.001, respectively 
NS, not significant 
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The effect of the allo-pollination by the different male-fertile versions of the hybrids on 

the grain yield of DSP2-MS varied considerably. The differences in yield were 

nonsignificant and often negative, ranging from -5.2% (with EUR1 as the pollinator) to 

+9.0% (with LIM2 as the pollinator) (Table 2.6). The effect of allo-pollination on the grain 

yield was strongest in Avenches, where the pollinators SYN1, KWS2 and LIM2 induced 

yield increases of about 15 to 20% (data not shown). A negative Plus-Hybrid effect was 

usually related to a change in the TKW, sometimes countered by an increase in KN (Table 

2.6). 

2.4 Discussion 

The test pollinator hybrid LIM2 and the test CMS hybrid DSP2-MS, showing high 

general pollinating and combining ability, respectively (Weingartner et al., 2002b), enabled 

us to quantify the potential of 24 Plus-Hybrid combinations under field conditions. The 

sophisticated arrangement of the field trials minimized the testing area. This was not only 

an economic advantage, but was also essential to reducing the large variability in the yield 

in these field trials.  

For most of the Plus-Hybrids, the external ASI was positive and shorter than four days, 

ensuring successful pollination and, therefore, a full seed-set on the CMS hybrid (Bassetti 

and Westgate, 1994; Westgate et al., 2003). In a few cases, in particular with respect to 

DSP2-MS in combination with some of the late-flowering pollinators, a consistent 

protoginy (ASI below -3 d) was observed. In a classical maize stand, protoginy can have a 

positive effect on grain yield. Carcova et al. (2000; 2001) and Anderson et al. (2004) 

reported significant yield increases when pollination occurred between the third and eighth 

day after first silk emergence (DAFS). This gain in yield was due mainly to an 

enhancement of the kernel set compared to earlier or later pollination. The synchronous 

pollination of all the silks around five DAFS hinders the establishment of a hierarchy 

between the developing kernels and, thus, ‘premiginic dominance’ (Bangerth, 1989), 

whereby kernels that develop early inhibit the development of  kernels that are fertilized 

later (Carcova and Otegui, 2007). However, in the experimental layout described here, 

protoginy increases the risk of contamination by unwanted pollen from adjacent pollinator 

blocks. For Plus-Hybrids showing an external ASI of less than -3 days, the risk of 

harvesting a consistent proportion of mispollinated kernels increases. Hence, the results of 

Plus-Hybrid combinations with DSP2-MS and the two pollinators DSP4 and DSP1 should 
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be considered with caution. For the other tested Plus-Hybrids, male and female flowering 

were synchronous or showed a slight protandry, thus, ensuring pollination of the silks by 

the pollen of interest. 

Nevertheless, the selection of hybrid combinations expressing a slight protoginy might 

favor the gain in yield of Plus-Hybrids to a greater extent by increasing the KN. Their 

evaluation and selection in the field would require isolated fields (one pollinator per field) 

or well-organized small-plot trials, where the adjacent pollinator blocks would release 

pollen synchronously to avoid unwanted pollination of the exposed silks.  

The CMS effects of the 12 hybrids largely confirmed former findings that the CMS 

effects on grain yield vary considerably and are rarely significant unless there is a large 

number of replication (Stamp et al., 2000; Weingartner et al., 2002b). No relationship was 

found between the extent of the CMS effect on grain yield and the type of male-sterile 

cytoplasm. Nevertheless, both T and C cytoplasm increased the KN, which was often 

coupled with a decrease in the TKW. This was not the case for the S cytoplasm, which 

expressed only negligible variations in KN and TKW. The male sterility induced by the S 

cytoplasm is due to the abortion of sporogenesis in the latest stage of pollen production 

(gametophytic phase), whereas male sterility occurs early in the sporophytic phase of the 

hybrids carrying the T and C cytoplasms (Laughnan and Gabay-Laughnan, 1983; Schnable 

and Wise, 1998; Liu et al., 2002). The impact of male sterility, in terms of saving nutrients 

and resources, is less obvious for the hybrids carrying the S cytoplasm. The strongest or 

weakest CMS effects on grain yield seemed to be inversely related to the yield of the sib-

pollination of the male-fertile hybrid.  

The generally good pollinating ability of the test pollinator LIM2 (Weingartner et al., 

2002b) was confirmed by the overall Plus-Hybrid effect on grain yield (+6.9%, P<0.05); 

seven highly responsive CMS hybrids were identified. In comparison to the sib-pollinated 

male-fertile DSP2, the gain in yield of the Plus-Hybrid combination DSP2-MS x LIM2 

was lower than that reported by Weingartner et al. (2002b). It is interesting that, in both 

studies, the yield of this Plus-Hybrid was the same (11.0 t ha-1), probably indicating that 

there is a maximum yield ceiling for this specific Plus-Hybrid combination, which was 

reached in both studies. The differences in the extent of the Plus-Hybrid effect on grain 

yield were due to differences in the yield of the sib-pollinated male-fertile DSP2. It may be 

that, as a consequence, the test CMS hybrid DSP2-MS was not as efficient as LIM2, the 

test pollinator.  
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Positive Plus-Hybrid effects on grain yield, induced by the pollinator LIM2, were 

usually related to variations in kernel size (TKW), considered to be the direct effect of allo-

pollination (i.e. xenia effect) (Weiland, 1992; Seka and Cross, 1995; Bulant and Gallais, 

1998; Bulant et al., 2000). The allo- and sib-pollinated kernels can be compared to each 

other in the same line as a F2 population and a double-cross hybrid. It is assumed that allo-

pollinated kernels show a higher level of heterozygosity than the sib-pollinated kernels. 

Thus, the strength of the sink of the developing kernels increases after allo-pollination, 

modifying the source-sink ratio (Bulant and Gallais, 1998). Those kernels exhibit a longer 

period of grain-filling, enhanced metabolic pathways and changes in enzyme activities that 

finally lead to heavier kernels after allo-pollination compared to sib-pollinated kernels 

(Bulant et al., 2000). 

The Plus-Hybrid effect of specific hybrid combinations remained consistent across all 

environments but its extent varied between environments. Contrary to our expectation, 

there was no Plus-Hybrid effect in Delley, where the plants had been exposed to a period 

of drought, which lasted until two weeks after anthesis. This water deficit at the beginning 

of the grain-filling phase may have affected the source capacity of the seed plants and the 

nutrient supply to the developing kernels (Tsai et al., 1991).  

The aims of the field trials carried out with a large number of modern hybrids were to 

determine the potential gain in yield of modern Plus-Hybrids and to identify good 

candidates. Five highly responsive CMS hybrids were identified with regard to their 

combining ability with LIM2: DSP1, DSP2, EUR1, KWS1 and LIM1. Although we used a 

broader set of hybrids (numerous hybrids obtained from several European breeders) than 

Weingartner et al. (2002b), we identified only one male-fertile hybrid, KWS2, which was 

as good a pollinator as LIM2. It is interesting that its male-sterile version reacted 

negatively to allo-pollination by LIM2. Similarly, the male-fertile versions of the most 

responsive CMS hybrids, when used as pollinator, often induced a consistent decrease in 

the yield of DSP2-MS. The hybrids may either be good pollinators or highly responsive 

seed-plants in a Plus-Hybrid system. 
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2.5 Conclusions 

The hypothesis that a combination of cytoplasmic male sterility and allo-pollination can 

increase grain yield of hybrids was largely confirmed. The extent of the Plus-Hybrid effect 

on the grain yield of modern European hybrids was similar to that found on older plant 

material (Weingartner et al., 2002b), reaching +20% in the best cases. Five highly 

responsive CMS hybrids and one additional good pollinator were selected from among the 

12 hybrids. In these field trials, the use of test hybrids were required to evaluate the 

combining and pollinating abilities of the 12 hybrids in a reliable and feasible experiment; 

the next step will be to test the potential of the Plus-Hybrids consisting of combinations of 

the best candidates.  
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3 GRAIN YIELD INCREASE AND POLLEN CONTAINMENT BY PLUS-

HYBRIDS COULD IMPROVE ACCEPTANCE OF TRANSGENIC MAIZE 

 

 

 

ABSTRACT - Maize Plus-Hybrids are a blend of cytoplasmic male-sterile (CMS) 

hybrids and male-fertile hybrids ensuring pollination of the whole stand. Combining 

potential benefits of male sterility (CMS effect) and allo-pollination (xenia effect), they 

often outperform the corresponding male-fertile sib-pollinated hybrids in terms of yield. In 

a European ring trial, the combining abilities of five CMS hybrids and eight pollinators 

were investigated in a factorial split-plot design in 12 environments in four countries and 

two years. The plant material from different breeders represented the three types of male-

sterile cytoplasm. Plus-Hybrids increased grain yield, on average, by 10% or more and by 

up to 20% in specific environments. Three highly responsive CMS hybrids and four 

generally good pollinators were identified. The Plus-Hybrid effect affected both yield 

components, CMS leading mainly to a higher number of kernels and the xenia effect 

mainly to an increase in the thousand kernel weight. Despite some differences in the 

response of the three types of CMS, the effect of the cytoplasm was not significant. While 

the CMS effect depended strongly on environment, the xenia was consistent in all 

environments but its extent varied. As well as increasing yield, Plus-Hybrids can make a 

large contribution to the coexistence of transgenic and conventional maize by bio-

containment, i.e. eliminating or reducing the release of transgenic pollen, in Bt maize or 

herbicide-tolerant maize. 

 

 

 

__________________________________________________ 
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2010. Grain yield increase and pollen containment by Plus-Hybrids could improve 

acceptance of transgenic maize. Crop Science. 50. 
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3.1 Introduction 

The grain yield of maize has been increasing steadily since the beginning of its 

domestication (Russell, 1991; Doebley, 2004). The transition from open-pollinated maize 

varieties (OPV) to double-cross hybrids in the early 1920s and their replacement by single-

cross hybrids in the 1960s gave rise to substantial gains in yield (Crow, 1998; Troyer, 

2006). Today the performance of maize hybrids is based on optimization of the heterosis 

effect, which was first described by East (1908) and Shull (1908). The current increase in 

grain yield of +0.1 t ha-1 per year in developed countries (FAO) results from the synergy of 

improving genetics through breeding and progress made in agronomic practices (Lee and 

Tollenaar, 2007). 

Plus-Hybrids (Weingartner et al., 2002b; Weingartner et al., 2002a) represent a 

complementary approach to boosting the grain yield of maize. They are a blend of a 

cytoplasmic male-sterile (CMS) hybrid and an unrelated male-fertile hybrid, the latter of 

which acts as a pollinator for the whole stand (suggested ratio: 80:20). In addition to the 

heterosis effect on the hybrids per se as well as on their grain yield, two other phenomena 

influence the performance of the CMS hybrid: (i) male sterility (CMS effect) and (ii) allo-

pollination (xenia effect).  

Cytoplasmic male sterility is considered to be a deviant condition in bisexual plants 

(monoecious or hermaphrodite), where the plant is unable to produce or release viable 

pollen (Budar et al., 2003; Srivastava, 2004; Eckardt, 2006). This trait is observed in many 

different plant species (Budar and Pelletier, 2001). In maize, three different types of male-

sterile cytoplasm have been described (Liu et al., 2002): T cytoplasm (Texas) (Rogers and 

Edwardson, 1952), S cytoplasm (USDA) (Jones et al., 1957), and C cytoplasm (Charrua) 

(Beckett, 1971). Since CMS plants were used to facilitate the production of maize hybrid 

seeds, the direct effect of CMS on grain yield was also investigated. Several studies 

reported positive effects of CMS on grain yield (Rogers and Edwardson, 1952; Duvick, 

1965; Stamp et al., 2000), often due to the more prolific CMS hybrids (Sanford et al., 

1965; Pintér, 1986). No or negative effects of CMS were observed in early studies 

(Duvick, 1958; Stringfield, 1958; Everett, 1960; Josephson and Kincer, 1962; Noble and 

Russell, 1963; Lim et al., 1974). According to Budar et al. (2003), CMS hybrids often have 

a ‘female advantage’ over their male-fertile counterparts. This may explain their higher 

yields under stress, such as high sowing density (Chinwuba et al., 1961; Duvick, 1965) and 
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shortage of water and nitrogen (Bruce et al., 1966). In a first study of Thai and Swiss 

hybrids under varying conditions (different plant densities, fertilizer and water supply), 

Stamp et al. (2000) demonstrated that male sterility can increase the yield of modern 

single-cross maize hybrids. Furthermore, that study showed that the effect of male sterility 

on grain yield depended on heterotic groups and genotypes, and that its expression 

depended on natural and agronomic conditions.  

Xenia is defined as the direct effect of an unrelated pollinator on the developing kernel, 

first mentioned by Kiesselbach (1960). As a result of double fertilization (Sargent, 1900; 

Friedman, 1998), half the embryo genome and a third of the endosperm genome of a maize 

kernel are derived directly from the pollen. At maturity, these two compartments account 

for 94% of the total kernel weight (Tollenaar and Dwyer, 1999). Thus, the potential 

influence of xenia on grain yield is obvious. Hoekstra et al. (1985) observed that, under 

severe moisture stress, blends of hybrids produce higher yields (+6%) compared to a pure 

stand. Bulant and Gallais (1998 ) reported increases in the grain yield of inbred lines after 

allo-pollination, often related to an increase in the single-grain weight (Seka and Cross, 

1995; Letchworth and Lambert, 1998); this confirms former findings (Kiesselbach and 

Cook, 1924; Kiesselbach, 1926). The xenia effect on single-kernel weight was associated 

with changes in the rate of kernel growth (Seka and Cross, 1995) and/or the duration of 

grain filling (Bulant and Gallais, 1998), as well as changes in the activity of specific 

enzymes (Bulant et al., 2000). 

The effects of xenia and CMS led researchers to reconsider cultivation of maize in 

industrialized countries. One hypothesis is that it is profitable to pollinate male-sterile 

hybrids with the pollen of an unrelated hybrid. The combined effect of CMS and xenia on 

the grain yield of modern high-yielding hybrids was investigated for the first time with a 

set of modern European single-cross hybrids (Weingartner et al., 2002b), which consisted 

of plants with T cytoplasm only (Liu et al., 2002). Such combinations, referred to as Plus-

Hybrids, often outyielded the sib-pollinated male-fertile hybrids (by up to 21% for the best 

combination) in a series of pure-stand small-plot trials in six environments in Switzerland.  

In addition to a potential gain in yield, the Plus-Hybrid system may also prove to be an 

efficient and reliable tool for controlling the release of pollen from genetically modified 

(GM) maize by integrating the transgene(s) in the male-sterile plants (Feil and Stamp, 

2002; Feil et al., 2003). Furthermore, the potential gain in yield of the Plus-Hybrid system 

may help to meet the global demand for higher yield and result in additional income for the 
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farmer. However, consistent and reliable male sterility is required in order to gain 

acceptance of the proposed system of pollen containment. T CMS and C CMS affect the 

earliest stages of sporogenesis prior to meiosis (sporophytic sterility). This results in 

complete and stable sterility in contrast to S CMS, for which sterility occurs after meiosis 

in the microspores or pollen grains (gametophytic sterility) and which is prone to the 

spontaneous reversion to fertility (Kamps et al., 1996). CMS has been used widely in the 

commercial production of hybrid seeds according to a method that was developed to 

restore fertility by means of nuclear restorer-of-fertility genes (rf genes). In 1970, 85% of 

hybrid maize in the USA was produced with T CMS (Dewey and Korth, 1994). However, 

in the early 1970s, Bipolaris maydis (race T), a new pathogen, caused an epidemic of 

Southern Corn Leaf Blight that affected only maize with T cytoplasm (Tatum, 1971; 

Ullstrup, 1972). Therefore, the C CMS and S CMS are now the common forms of 

cytoplasmic male sterility in commercial hybrids.  

This study focused on modern European hybrids representing all three types of CMS. 

The stability of sterility of modern European CMS maize, including the plant material used 

here, was investigated in various environments by Weider et al. (2009). The primary 

objective of the present study was to assess the variation caused by the Plus-Hybrid effect 

and to evaluate the potential gain in yield of modern European Plus-Hybrids. As well as an 

increase in yield, another objective was to ascertain the feasibility of the Plus-Hybrid 

system for the bio-containment of transgenic pollen (e.g. Bt maize).  

3.2 Materials and methods 

3.2.1 Plant material and experimental design 

Eight modern single-cross hybrids (dent x flint) from different European breeders as 

well as the male-sterile version of five of them (Table 3.1) were tested under field 

conditions. These hybrids were selected from 12 CMS and 12 male-fertile hybrids of 

medium-early maturity; they had been tested for their response to the effects of CMS and 

xenia on grain yield as well as synchrony of flowering in a previous experiment (Chapter 

2) (Munsch et al., 2009). Five hybrids (DSP1, DSP2, EUR1, KWS1, and LIM1) were 

tested in a diallelic pollination design. Three unrelated male-fertile hybrids (DSP3, KWS2, 

and LIM2) were additional pollinators of the five CMS hybrids.  
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Table 3.1: Genotypes and type of male-sterile cytoplasm of the CMS hybrids. 
         
         

 CMS hybrid  Cytoplasm  Pollinator  Breeder  
         

 DSP1-MS  T  DSP1   
 DSP2-MS  T  DSP2   
     DSP3 †  

DSP♠ 
 

         

 EUR1-MS  C  EUR1  Euralis♣  
         

 KWS1-MS §  S  KWS1 §   
     KWS2 §  

KWS♦ 
 

         

 LIM1-MS  C  LIM1   
     LIM2  

Limagrain♥ 
 

         
         

♠, Delley Seeds and Plants Ltd., Delley, Switzerland  
♣, Euralis Saaten GmbH, Norderstedt, Germany  
♦, KWS Saat AG, Einbeck, Germany 
♥, Groupe Limagrain Holding, Verneuil l’Étang,  France 
§, Hybrids, which were not tested in Coublucq, France, in 2006. 

 

 

Figure 3.1: One pollinator block: the pollinator DSP1 (male-fertile) surrounds the randomly 
distributed six sub-plots. The first sub-plot (light green) gives the sib-pollination of DSP1-MS 
and the last sub-plot (dark green) represents the Status Quo (sib-pollination of the male-
fertile DSP1). 
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This European ring experiment was carried out in 2006 and 2007 in 12 environments (2 

years × 6 locations) (Table 3.2). The experimental layout consisted of pure-stand small-

plot trials, where the pollinators and the CMS hybrids were grown in a randomized split-

plot design with three replications. The main plots were the pollinator blocks (Figure 3.1), 

consisting of 12 rows, each 21.8 m long and 0.75 m apart (0.70 m in Bulgaria). Six sub-

plots, each with two rows, 5 m long, were randomly distributed within the pollinator block. 

Two rows of pollinators were sown between the CMS hybrids to ensure an optimal supply 

of pollen. Three border rows and the rows on the lateral side (3.4 m long) provided 

additional sources of pollen and acted as a buffer zone to minimize contamination by 

pollen from neighboring pollinator blocks. The sowing density was 10 plants m-2. 

3.2.2 Description of sites 

The field trials were carried out at six locations in four countries (Table 3.2). The sites 

in Bulgaria, France and Germany as well as two of the three sites in Switzerland (Delley 

and Avenches) are favorable for the production of grain maize, while the third Swiss site 

(Lindau) is less favorable.  

 
 

Table 3.2 Characteristics of environments used for the Plus-Hybrid evaluations, including 
geographical coordinates (Coord.), altitude (Alt.), soil type, environment identifier used in the 
text (ID), and sowing dates (Sow.). 

               
               

  Coord.  Alt.  Soil  Year  ID  Sow. 
Country  Location    masl         
               

Bulgaria  Slavyanovo  43°46’N 
24°86’E 

 150  Leached 
Chernozem 

 2006 
2007 

 06-BG-Sl 
07-BG-Sl 

 05.05 
18.04 

               

France  Coublucq  43°22’N 
0°20’W 

 250  Clay Loamic 
Cambisol 

 2006 
2007 

 06-FR-Co 
07-FR-Co 

 03.05 
10.05 

               

Germany  Braunschweig 52°16’N 
10°32’E 

 90  Sandy 
Gleyic 
Cambisol 

 2006 
2007 

 06-DE-Br 
07-DE-Br 

 08.05 
27.04 

               

Switzerland  Avenches  46°53’N 
7°03’E 

 430  Sandy 
Mollic 
Cambisol 

 2006 
2007 

 06-CH-Av 
07-CH-Av 

 15.05 
25.04 

               

  Delley  46°55’N 
6°58’E 

 500  Chromic 
Luvisol 

 2006 
2007 

 06-CH-De 
07-CH-De 

 24.05 
03.05 

               

  Lindau  47°27’N 
8°41’E 

 540  Eutric 
Cambisol 

 2006 
2007 

 06-CH-Li 
07-CH-Li 

 04.05 
13.04 
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Soil preparation, plant protection measures, and fertilization were carried out according 

to local recommendations to achieve a grain yield of 10 t ha-1. Nitrogen was applied three 

times (50 kg ha-1 after sowing, 50 kg ha-1 at the fifth leaf stage and 80 kg ha-1 three weeks 

before flowering), with the exception of the sites in Bulgaria, where 120 kg ha-1 nitrogen 

were applied before sowing. The amounts of P and K fertilizer were adjusted to the field 

environments and were broadcast before sowing. 

 

3.2.3 Collection of data 

To evaluate the flowering synchrony of the Plus-Hybrids and, thus, the success of 

pollination, the Plus-Hybrid-related anthesis-silking interval (external ASI) of the sub-plots 

was measured. Contrary to the conventional ASI of a maize stand, the external ASI 

corresponds to the number of days until 50% of the pollen-receptor plants (CMS plants of 

the sub-plot) have visible silks minus the number of days until 50% of the pollen-donor 

plants (surrounding pollinators) release anthers. 

The ears of each sub-plot were harvested manually after physiological maturity 

(formation of the black layer) and shelled. After 36h at 60°C, the ears were threshed and 

the total grain yield was determined. A sub-sample of 300 kernels was collected and dried 

for three days at 95°C (until constant weight) to determine the moisture content, the dry 

weight, the thousand kernel weight (TKW), and the number of kernels per surface (KN).  

 

3.2.4 Definition of effects  
 

CMS effect: relative difference in grain yield, TKW, and KN between a sib-pollinated 

CMS hybrid and its sib-pollinated male-fertile counterpart.  

Percentage of CMS effect on a variable (VAR) for a given hybrid A: 

100% ×
−

=
×

××

FF

FFFMS
A VAR

VARVAR
CMS , 

where VARMSxF and VARFxF represent the variable values of the sib-pollination of the 

male-sterile (MS) hybrid and the male-fertile (F) hybrid, respectively. 
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Plus-Hybrid effect: relative difference in grain yield, TKW, and KN between an allo-

pollinated CMS hybrid and its sib-pollinated male-fertile counterpart.  

Percentage of Plus-Hybrid effect on a variable (VAR) for a given Plus-Hybrid A-MS x B:  

100% ×
−

=
−×−

−×−×−

FAFA

FAFABMSA
AB VAR

VARVAR
PH , 

where VARA-MSxB and VARA-FxA-F represent the variable values of the allo-pollination of 

the CMS hybrid A by the pollinator hybrid B and of the sib-pollination of the male-fertile 

hybrid A, respectively. 

Xenia effect: Relative difference in grain yield, TKW, and KN between an allo- and a 

sib-pollinated CMS hybrid.  

Percentage of xenia effect on a variable (VAR) for a given Plus-Hybrid A-MS x B:  

100% ×
−

=
−×−

−×−×−

FAMSA

FAMSABMSA
AB VAR

VARVAR
XENIA , 

where VARA-MSxB represents the variable value of the allo-pollination of the CMS hybrid 

A by the pollinator hybrid B and VARA-MSxA-F  the sib-pollination of the male-sterile 

hybrid A. 

3.2.5 Statistical analyses 

Analysis of variance (ANOVA) and comparisons of the means of total grain yield 

(adjusted to 15% moisture), thousand kernel weight (TKW), and number of kernels (KN) 

per square meter were conducted with the MIXED Procedure (Littell et al., 2006) of the 

SAS® 9.1.3 software (SAS, 2004) based on the REML (restricted maximum likelihood 

method). This method assumes that the distribution of the dependent variable (error term 

and the random effects) is normal. The environments (year × location) and replications 

within an environment were treated as random factors. Sources of variation and 

appropriate F ratios (Type III F test on fixed effects) were applied according to McIntosh 

(1983). The comparison of estimates of mean values was performed with a Student-

Newman-Keuls test (t test). 
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To analyze the relationship between the effects of CMS and xenia on yield and on the 

TKW and KN components, Pearson’s correlation coefficient (r) (Pearson, 1896) was 

determined with the CORR procedure of the SAS® 9.1.3 software (SAS, 2004).  

3.3 Results 

3.3.1 Synchrony of flowering 

Although a significant environmental effect (P<0.001) on the Plus-Hybrid-related 

anthesis-silking interval (external ASI) was found, male and female flowering was more or 

less synchronous. The overall external ASI was 1.6 d and ranged from an average of -0.5 d 

at 06-CH-Av to +3.5 d at 06-CH-De. The average external ASI was slightly shorter for the 

sib-pollinated hybrid combinations (0.6 d across all environments, P<0.001). The external 

ASI of specific Plus-Hybrid combinations was usually positive and less than 4 d, ensuring 

optimal pollination by the targeted pollen.  

3.3.2 Grain yield 

Maize grain yields were significantly influenced by both main factors, the environment 

and the type of pollination (Status Quo, CMS or Plus-Hybrid situation) (Table 3.3). 

Nevertheless, their interaction was not significant. The environmental impact on yield was 

mainly related to the location and not to the year. The genotype of the seed-plant had a 

significant impact on the grain yield observed in both sib-pollination situations (Status Quo 

and CMS). For Plus-Hybrids, the interaction between the CMS seed-plant and the 

pollinator was not significant, while both main factors were determinants of final grain 

yield. 

In 2006 and 2007, the weather in the field was often unfavorable for the production of 

grain maize. As a consequence, the yields in Europe were lower than in previous years. At 

most of the locations, there were long hot, dry periods during the vegetative stages. The 

situation was severe at 07-CH-Li, 06-CH-De, and 07-CH-De until flowering but less 

severe during the grain-filling period; hence, there were only slight alterations in the final 

grain yield (Table 3.4). Drought was more severe in Bulgaria, where it lasted until two 

weeks after flowering in 2006, affecting not only vegetative development, but also the seed 

set and, thus, the grain yield. In 2007, the longer period of drought put an end to the field 
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trial in Bulgaria, where 88 of 144 sub-plots were lost. For this reason environment 07-BG-

Sl was not included in further calculations and analyses.  

 

Table 3.3: F statistics of maize grain yield. 
        
        

Fixed effects  Df  Grain Yield 
        

Environment (E)   10  ***  
 Year   1   NS 
 Location   5   *** 
        

Pollination Type (T)   2  ***  
 Status Quo♠      
  Genotype  7   *** 
 CMS♣      
  Genotype  4   *** 
 Plus-Hybrid♦      
  Genotype (G)  4   *** 
  Pollinator (P)  7   *** 
  G × P  23   NS 
        

E * T    20  NS  
        

Random effects      
        

Rep (E)      0.0648  
Residuals      2.3069  
        
        

 
♠, Status Quo pollination type represents the sib-pollination of a male-fertile hybrid. 

♣, CMS pollination type represents the sib-pollination of a CMS hybrid 

♦, Plus-Hybrid pollination type represents the allo-pollination of a CMS hybrid. 
***, significant at the 0.001 probability level 
NS, not significant 

 

The 11 environments had different yield potentials (Table 3.4). The best-yielding 

environments were CH-Av and DE-Br in both years as well as FR-Co in 2006 with an 

average grain yield above 10 t ha-1 across the eight control plots (sib-pollination of the 

male-fertile hybrids). The average grain yield at the other sites was comparable to the yield 

of the local farms. Affected by severe drought, 06-BG-Sl was a clear outlier with an 

average yield of 6.3 t ha-1 for the Status Quo plots.  

While the average number of kernels was usually not influenced significantly by the 

environment, the thousand kernel weight depended on environment and, in particular, 

location; the highest values for TKW were found in Switzerland and France, the lowest in 

Germany (data not shown). 
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Table 3.4: Yields of the control sub-plots, sib-pollinations of the male-fertile hybrids (F x F), 
and variations in yields caused by the Plus-Hybrid effect (P-H) in each environment. The F x 
F and P-H represent the average value of 8 and 35 hybrid combinations, respectively.   

             
             

  2006 2007 
             

  F x F   P-H  F x F   P-H 
             

Location  t ha-1   %   t ha-1   %  
             

BG-Sl  6.3   -2.9 NS       
CH-Av  10.7   7.2 ‡  11.6   6.1 ‡ 
CH-De  9.1   9.6 *  9.1   3.9 NS 
CH-Li  9.3   10.4 **  8.5   3.5 NS 
DE-Br  10.0   1.3 NS  11.4   0.5 NS 
FR-Co  10.5   2.8 NS  9.1   3.8 NS 
             

             

 Average   4.7      3.5  
             
             

 
‡, significant at the 0.10 probability level, respectively 
*, **, significant at the 0.05 and 0.01 probability levels, respectively  
NS, not significant 

3.3.3 CMS effect 

There was no overall CMS effect on grain yield, although there was high variability 

among locations, with the highest average increase in yield about 7 to 10% in both years. 

These large differences were not significant (P<0.10). The CMS effect on grain yield was 

mainly related to its direct effect on the number of kernels (r= 0.79, P<0.001 across five 

genotypes) rather than on the kernel size (r= 0.36, P<0.001 across five genotypes). This 

trend was especially clear for CMS hybrids carrying the T cytoplasm. For these hybrids, 

there was a significant relationship between the yield and the KN (r= 0.84, P<0.001) but a 

nonsignificant relationship between the yield and the TKW (r= 0.14, NS).  

3.3.4 Plus-Hybrid effect 

In four of the 11 environments, the average gain in yield through the Plus-Hybrid effect 

of 35 hybrid combinations was above 5% (P<0.10) and reached 9.6% (P<0.05) in 06-CH-

Li and 10.4% (P<0.01) in 06-CH-De (Table 3.4). A slightly negative Plus-Hybrid effect 

(NS) was found in 06-BG-Sl and 07-DE-Br, but even in these environments specific hybrid 

combinations showed gains in yield above 13% due to the Plus-Hybrid effect (data not 

shown). In the environments, the variations in yield due to the Plus-Hybrid effect varied 

considerably from one hybrid combination to another (from -20 to +25%) (data not 

shown).  
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Table 3.5. F statistics of the Plus-Hybrid effect on grain yield, thousand kernel weight 
(TKW), and number of kernels (KN) of 35 Plus-Hybrid combinations tested in 11 
environments over two years. 

 
   

  Plus-Hybrid effect on 
     

Fixed effects Df Yield TKW KN 
     
     

CMS genotype (G) 4 *** *** *** 
Pollinator (P) 7 * *** * 

G × P 28 NS NS NS 
     

Year (Y) 1 * NS ** 
Location (L) 5 * * NS 

G × L 4 NS NS NS 
     

G × Y 4 *** ** *** 
G × L 20 *** *** *** 
P × Y 7 NS NS NS 
P × L 35 NS ** * 
     

G × P × Y 28 NS NS NS 
G × P × L 140 NS NS NS 
G × Y × L 15 *** *** *** 
P × Y × L 25 NS *** ‡ 
     

G × P × Y × L 94 NS NS NS 
     

Random effects     
     

Rep (Y × L)  23.0826 3.3194 21.7123 
Residuals  535.91 85.9308 282.53 
     
     

 
‡, significant at the 0.1 probability level 
*, **, ***, significant at the 0.05, 0.01, 0.001 probability levels, respectively 
NS, non-significant 
 

 

Across the 11 environments, the interaction between the CMS genotype and the 

pollinator (G×P) was not significant for the Plus-Hybrid effect on grain yield (Table 3.5); 

both main factors, the genotype of the CMS hybrid and that of the pollinator, had a 

significant impact on the extent of the Plus-Hybrid effect on grain yield (P<0.001 and 

P<0.05, respectively). The impact of the pollinator on the grain yield was consistent across 

the environments (P×Y×L, NS), but its impact on the yield components TKW and KN was 

environment-dependent (Y×L, P<0.001 and P<0.05, respectively). The impact of the 

genotype of the CMS hybrid on the extent of the Plus-Hybrid effect on yield and the yield 

components was much more susceptible to environmental conditions than was the impact 

of the pollinator (F×Y×L, P<0.001 for the three traits). 
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3.3.5 Combining abilities of the five CMS hybrids 

Three highly responsive CMS hybrids, EUR1-MS, KWS1-MS, and LIM1-MS, were 

identified; their yield increases after allo-pollination ranged from 4.5 (P<0.10) to 6.2% 

(P<0.05) across 11 environments and with seven unrelated pollinators (Table 3.6). In 

combination with a specific pollinator, these CMS hybrids reached yield gains of more 

than 9% across all environments (data not shown). For DSP1-MS, a nonsignificant 

negative effect on grain yield (-3.2%, NS) was caused by a drastic reduction in the kernel 

set, despite a highly significant increase in the TKW (+8.3%, P<0.001) (Table 3.6). For 

EUR1-MS and LIM1-MS, the tendency of a positive Plus-Hybrid effect was exclusively 

due to an increase in TKW (P<0.01) without a significant effect on KN, in contrast to 

KWS1-MS. 

 

Table 3.6: Plus-Hybrid effect on the CMS hybrids; the average Plus-Hybrid effect on yield 
and yield components, thousand kernel weight (TKW), and number of kernels (KN) relative 
to the control sub-plot F x F (sib-pollination of the male-fertile version). For each hybrid, the 
average Plus-Hybrid effect results from seven allo-pollinations in 11 environments. 

            
            

    Plus-Hybrid effect on 
  F x F    
Seed plant  yield  

Yield 
 

TKW  
 

KN 

genotype  t ha-1  %   %   %  
            

DSP1  10.4  -3.2 NS  +8.3  ***  -10.8  *** 
DSP2  8.9  -0.2 NS  -2.4 ‡  +4.4  NS 
EUR1  10.2  +4.6  ‡  +4.3  **  -0.8  NS 
KWS1  9.6  +6.2 *  +2.0 NS  +4.6  ‡ 
LIM1  9.7  +5.1 ‡  +5.5  ***  -0.1  NS 

            
            

 
‡, significant at the 0.10 probability level 
*, **, ***, significant at the 0.05, 0.01 and 0.001 probability levels, respectively 
NS, not significant 

 

3.3.6 Pollinating abilities of the eight male-fertile hybrids 

Four pollinators, DSP2, DSP3, LIM2, and KWS2, led to an average Plus-Hybrid effect 

on grain yield of between 4.0 (P<0.05) and 5.9% (P<0.01) across all environments (Table 

3.7). When combined with specific CMS hybrids, six pollinators increased the yield from 

7.4 to 11.9% across 11 environments (data not shown). The yield gain was due mainly to 

an increase in the TKW (significant for six pollinators, P<0.001). The allo-pollination 
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effect on KN was rather low and nonsignificant, except for KWS1. The substantial 

increase in TKW (+5.0%, P<0.001), as induced by this pollinator on the set of CMS 

hybrids, was compensated by a significant decrease in the number of kernels (-6%, 

P<0.01), which explains the lack of a Plus-Hybrid effect on the final grain yield. 

 

 

Table 3.7. Plus-Hybrid effect induced by the different pollinators; the average Plus-Hybrid 
effect on yield, thousand kernel weight (TKW), and number of kernels (KN) as induced by 
the different pollinators on the set of unrelated CMS hybrids. The extent of the Plus-Hybrid 
effect is relative to the average of the control sub-plots F x F (sib-pollination of the male-
fertile version of the CMS seed-plant). For each pollinator, the average Plus-Hybrid effect 
results from four to five allo-pollinations in 11 environments. 

            
            

    Plus-Hybrid effect on 
  F x F    

Pollinator  yield  
Yield 

 
TKW  

 
KN 

genotype  t ha-1  %   %   %  
            

DSP1  9.6  -0.3 NS  -0.3 NS  +1.6 NS 
DSP2  10.0  +4.0  *  +6.7  ***  -3.1  ‡ 
DSP3  9.8  +4.1  *  +5.2  ***  -0.2  NS 
EUR1  9.7  +1.2 NS  +1.0 NS  +0.5 NS 
KWS1  9.8  -1.0 NS  +5.0  ***  -6.0  ** 
KWS2  9.8  +5.9 **  +3.7  ***  +2.9  ‡ 
LIM1  9.8  -1.8 NS  +0.0 NS  -1.4 NS 
LIM2  9.8  +5.2 **  +6.5  ***  -0.4  NS 

            
            

 

‡, significant at the 0.10 probability level 
*, **, ***, significant at the 0.05, 0.01 and 0.001 probability levels, respectively 
NS, not significant 
 

 

3.3.7 Impact of the type of CMS on xenia 

The global Plus-Hybrid effect on grain yield was due to the combined effects of CMS 

and xenia. The extent of the xenia effect on grain yield ranged from -4.1% (NS) for DSP2-

MS x DSP1-F to +9.9% (P<0.01) for KWS1-MS x KWS2-F across all environments. 

While the impact of the main factor pollinator on the extent of the xenia effect on grain 

yield was consistent across environments (Pollinator, P<0.05 and P×Y×L, NS), the effect 

of the CMS genotype was environment-dependent (F×Y×L, P<0.01). The effect of the 

xenia on the S CMS hybrid resulted in a greater gain in yield than on the C CMS and T 

CMS hybrids (an average of 7.9% compared to 3.9 and 3.0%, respectively); the higher 
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yield of the S CMS hybrid was exclusively due to a higher KN (Table 3.8). For the hybrids 

with the other two cytoplasm types, the xenia effect mainly increased the TKW and 

slightly decreased the KN (Table 3.8). 

 

Table 3.8: Impact of the male-sterile cytoplasm on the extent of the xenia effect on yield, 
thousand kernel weight (TKW), and number of kernels (KN). 

          
          

  Xenia effect on 
    

 Yield  TKW   KN 
Male-sterile cytoplasm 

 %   %   %  
          

S CMS  7.9 A§  0.9 A  6.2 A 
C CMS  3.9 B  5.1 B  -1.2 B 
T CMS  3.0 B  4.7 B  -1.3 B 

          
          

§, in a column, values followed by the same letter are not different at the probability level of 5%. 
 

 

 

3.4 Discussion  

High-yielding plant material was used, comparable to the hybrids currently grown in the 

selected regions. Even though the external ASI of the Plus-Hybrids was slightly higher 

than the conventional ASI of the sib-pollinations, the full seed-set was always obtained. 

Therefore, the results enabled an analysis of the Plus-Hybrid effect under various 

environmental conditions.  

The effects of CMS on the five sib-pollinated hybrids varied strongly and were 

environment-dependent; as reported by Stamp et al. (2000), yield increases of around 5% 

are difficult to assess statistically with a reasonable number of replications. Weingartner et 

al. (2002b) achieved an average yield increase of +7% due to the effect of CMS on hybrids 

from one breeding company, which were grown only in Switzerland. It is surprising that 

yield increases were, on average, lower for the more modern and genetically broad-based 

European plant material. It was determined previously that DSP1-MS, EUR1-MS, and 

LIM1-MS were fully male-sterile under various climatic conditions and did not release any 

pollen. Even though DSP2-MS and KWS1-MS were classified as being partially restored 

hybrids, the amount of pollen produced in specific ‘restoring’ environments was 

negligible, and this pollen was only occasionally viable and fertile (Weider et al., 2009). 
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Since the environments, in which the CMS effect was lower, did not always correspond to 

the ‘restoring’ environments, it is assumed that the unexpected weak CMS effects of some 

hybrids did not result from an unwanted restoration of male fertility. 

The material used in the previous study (Weingartner et al., 2002b) was exclusively 

based on T CMS hybrids. Nevertheless, the present tests, carried out in various 

environments, did not indicate a relationship between the CMS type and the CMS effect. It 

would have seem appropriate to assume that the T cytoplasm, which aborts pollen at an 

early stage (sporophytic phase), has a stronger CMS effects on grain yield than the S 

cytoplasm, which aborts pollen at a later stage (gametophytic phase) (Laughnan and 

Gabay-Laughnan, 1983), but earlier studies on low-yielding experimental hybrids of all 

three cytoplasm types did not prove this hypothesis either. However, previous findings that 

the CMS effect is based primarily on an increase in kernel number were generally 

corroborated. 

In a regular maize field, the harvested kernels represent an F2 generation. These kernels, 

derived from the sib-pollination of male-fertile hybrids, are subject to an early inbreeding 

depression. On the other hand, in the Plus-Hybrid system, the maize grains produced by 

the CMS seed-plants are double-cross hybrids, assumed to have a higher level of 

heterozygosity than the F2 generation. According to the breeders from four European 

companies, the hybrids selected for this study were diverse and unrelated (personal 

communications, 2005). Thus, it is assumed that the allo-pollinated kernels in this study 

had an even greater level of heterozygosity than in the study by Weingartner et al. (2002b; 

Kaeser et al., 2003). This would have modified the source-sink ratio of the seed-plant by 

increasing the sink strength of the developing kernels (Bulant and Gallais, 1998). The 

modern European hybrids tested here had higher yields than those tested by Weingartner et 

al. (2002b). Consequently, stronger Plus-Hybrid effects on yield were expected but were 

not found. It is assumed that a maximum yield ceiling can be achieved by the combined 

effect of CMS and xenia, since the exploitation of the source but not its extent can be 

changed. Xenia can influence grain yield by affecting the two components TKW and KN. 

According to Weiland (1992), Seka and Cross (1995), Bulant and Gallais (1998), and 

Bulant et al. (2000), the xenia effect on yield is mainly related to an increase in the TKW 

rather than to changes in the KN; this was corroborated here for T CMS and C CMS 

hybrids, whereas the xenia effect on the S CMS hybrid depended on an increase in KN. In 

this context, it is noteworthy that the CMS hybrid, carrying the S cytoplasm, reacted to the 
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CMS effect with an increase in TKW rather than an increase in KN, as was found for 

hybrids with T and C cytoplasm. However, the strength of this finding is limited by the 

small set of hybrids (one with S, two with C, and two with T cytoplasm) and the lack of a 

hybrid with different forms of male-sterile cytoplasm. 

The general effect of CMS on grain yield and KN was influenced mainly by the location 

and the year, while the impact of the CMS genotype or of the type of CMS was not 

significant; the effect of these factors depended on the environment. Two locations, CH-De 

and CH-Li, clearly favored the expression of the CMS effect; both locations were subject 

to some drought during the late vegetative stage, right before anthesis. In these 

environments, the CMS hybrids set more kernels than their male-fertile counterparts with 

only little or no compensation in TKW. Under optimal growing conditions, the male-fertile 

hybrids set more kernels than under drought stress, while the kernel set of the CMS hybrids 

was almost the same in both situations. The difference in the KN of the CMS hybrid and its 

male-fertile counterpart would, therefore, be greater under unfavorable than under optimal 

conditions. The kernel set is a direct reflection of the physiological status of the hybrid 

right before flowering and during the early stages after pollination. Water deficit (i.e. lower 

water potential) triggers abortion of the ovaries by inhibiting photosynthesis and, thus, the 

flux of photosynthates to the ear (Setter et al., 2001). Although positive effects of CMS 

were found in some environments, the average effect tended to be weak, which seems to 

contradict the theory of a ‘female advantage’ explaining the maintenance of CMS in 

natural populations (Budar and Pelletier, 2001).  

As a direct result of allo-pollination, the xenia effect depends on the genotype of the 

CMS hybrid and the pollinator. While the impact of the pollinator on the extent of the 

Plus-Hybrid effect was consistent across environments, the effect of the seed-plant 

genotype was much more dependent on the environment. The consistency of the paternal 

effect confirmed former findings on the stability of the oil concentration in TopCross2 

High Oil (blends of high-yielding CMS hybrids (90%) and the ‘high-oil’ pollinator (10%)) 

in a wide range of environments (Thomison et al., 2002; Thomison et al., 2003). The 

paternal genes contribute to the sink strength of the kernels, independent of the abiotic 

conditions, while the genotype of the CMS hybrid represents the source of nutrients, which 

is limited by the environment (Gambín et al., 2006). This suggests that allo-pollination 

                                                 

2 TopCross is a registered trademark of DuPont Specialty Grains, Des Moines, IA, USA 
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triggers the Plus-Hybrid effect and that environmental conditions regulate the extent of its 

expression. A water deficit at the beginning of grain filling (as occurred in some 

environments) may have affected the source capacity of the seed-plants and the supply of 

nutrients to the developing kernels.   

The pollinating ability of a male-fertile hybrid, especially its ability to increase the 

TKW of the CMS seed-plant, was not related to its own TKW. The four pollinators (DSP2, 

DSP3, KWS1, and LIM2), which induced an increase in TKW above 5% in the set of CMS 

hybrids, had small or large kernels. As the interaction of the CMS hybrid and the pollinator 

was not significant with regard to its effect on the Plus-Hybrid effect on yield, the General 

Pollinating Ability (GPA) and the General Combining Ability (GCA) might be suitable for 

selecting promising partners (Weingartner et al., 2002b). Whereas the GPA was a good 

indicator, the GCA did not contribute to the evaluation of the CMS hybrids, since their 

potential depended strongly on the interaction of the CMS hybrid and the environment.  

Plus-Hybrids may also be an efficient and reliable tool for controlling the release of 

transgenic pollen from GM maize fields, as suggested by Feil and Stamp (2002) and Feil et 

al. (2003). In the case of pathogen-resistant maize (e.g. Bt maize), Plus-Hybrids, for which 

only the CMS hybrid would be transformed, could prevent the release of transgenic pollen. 

Furthermore, the portion of conventional pollen-donor hybrids, considered to be refuge 

plants, would delay the appearance of resistant pathogens by reducing the pressure of 

selection. For herbicide-tolerant (HT) maize, both the CMS and the male-fertile component 

of the Plus-Hybrid must be a HT hybrid, but even in this case, the amount of transgenic 

pollen released would be reduced by 80% compared to a regular GM maize field consisting 

of 100% male-fertile hybrids. Within the framework of the European Project Co-Extra, the 

suitability and reliability of the male sterility of modern European maize hybrids has been 

investigated in various environments. Although some hybrids underwent partial reversion 

to male fertility, suggesting the presence of unknown restorer-of-fertility genes (rf genes) 

in the gene pool, stable CMS hybrids were identified in the three types of cytoplasm, 

confirming the reliability of male sterility for the bio-containment of transgenic pollen 

(Weider et al., 2009). Thus far, only little attention has been paid to the application of the 

Plus-Hybrid system for preventing the release of transgenic pollen in maize; the additional 

gain in grain yield afforded by Plus-Hybrids may eventually increase interest in this 

possibility. 
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3.5 Conclusions 

The European ring experiment, conducted in 2006 and 2007, confirmed that modern 

maize hybrids are good candidates for achieving higher yields with the Plus-Hybrid 

system. Relevant Plus-Hybrid effects were found at each location; the advantage of CMS 

hybrids over their male-fertile counterparts in sub-optimal environments was also assessed. 

In recent years in Europe, drought has often occurred at key periods of kernel set of maize, 

indicating a further benefit of Plus-Hybrids. Applying the Plus-Hybrid system to GM 

maize might, at least in part, alleviate some of the major concerns about the coexistence of 

conventional and GM maize, especially with regard to the release of transgenic pollen. 

Even when both male-sterile and male-fertile plants in the same stand are GM, the stand 

releases 80% less pollen (according to the 80:20 ratio) than a classical maize stand. 

Considering the results of studies on pollen flow and isolation distance and considering the 

benefits in terms of yield, the Plus-Hybrid system would probably encourage the 

acceptance of GM maize. 
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4 SELECTION OF MAIZE PLUS-HYBRIDS: RELEVANCE OF GENETIC 

DISTANCE FOR PREDICTING THE XENIA EFFECT ON GRAIN YIELD 

 

 

ABSTRACT – Maize Plus-Hybrids are cytoplasmic male-sterile (CMS) hybrids that are 

grown in mixture of 80:20 with unrelated male-fertile hybrids ensuring the pollination of 

the whole stand. The yield of CMS plants can be increased both by the effect of male 

sterility (CMS effect) and the effect of allo-pollination (xenia effect). The latter could stem 

from a higher level of heterozygosity in allo- than in sib-pollinated kernels, increasing the 

final kernel weight. The aim was to investigate the relationship between the genetic 

distance (GD) between the two Plus-Hybrid components and the extent of xenia on yield 

and thousand kernel weight (TKW). Eighteen modern European hybrids, 12 of which were 

available in male-fertile as well as male-sterile form, were combined into 64 Plus-Hybrids 

that were evaluated in small-plot field trials from 2005 to 2007. Both positive and negative 

xenia effects on yield and TKW were found. Several hybrid combinations led to gains in 

yield by xenia above 6% across all environment and going up to 20% in specific 

environments. Based on the genotyping by 20 simple sequence repeats (SSR) markers 

distributed over the genome, different genetic groups were identified. The phylogenic tree 

corroborated the pedigree information provided by breeders. But GD between the CMS 

and the pollinator hybrid was not correlated with xenia either on yield or on TKW. 

However, some indications existed that only a limited number of genes might be involved 

in the expression of xenia, especially for the paternal effect. This should be followed up for 

the development of specific molecular markers that could be used in marker assisted 

selection in order to facilitate the identification of good Plus-Hybrid candidates within the 

existing genetic pool. 

 

__________________________________________________ 

Related Publication:  

In progress… 

4 
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4.1 Introduction 

Since the transition from open-pollinated maize varieties (OPV) to double-cross hybrids 

in the early 1920s followed by their replacement by single-cross hybrids around 1960, the 

absolute gain in grain yield is constantly increasing. Over the last century this increase was 

divided into several segments of different growing rates in relation with the cultivation 

system: in the USA, the annual gain in grain yield was about 1 kg ha-1 at the time of OPV, 

63 kg ha-1 during cultivation of the double-cross hybrids, and 113 kg ha-1 with single-cross 

hybrids, reaching recently 207 kg ha-1 with the introduction of genetically modified (GM) 

plants (Troyer, 2004). A new cultivation system, the maize Plus-Hybrid system, combining 

two unrelated hybrids, may initiate the next phase of grain yield increase. Maize Plus-

Hybrids consist of one cytoplasmic male-sterile (CMS) hybrid, i.e. a hybrid, which can not 

produce pollen, and a male-fertile hybrid, which ensures the pollination of the entire stand 

and thus the grain yield. This cultivation system benefits from the CMS effect (Stamp et 

al., 2000; Budar and Pelletier, 2001) and the xenia effect, both of which lead to a positive 

impact on grain yield compared to a conventional maize stand (Weingartner et al., 2002b; 

Munsch et al., 2008; Munsch et al., 2010). 

Xenia is defined as the immediate effect of allo-pollination on non-maternal tissues of 

the seed. This is of particular importance in allo-pollinating plants with a developed 

endosperm like maize. Numerous advantages of allo-pollination have been reported: grain 

yield (Hoekstra et al., 1985; Weiland, 1992; Weingartner et al., 2002b), kernel weight 

(Bulant and Gallais, 1998), embryo dry weight (Doehlert and Lambert, 1991), kernel 

development and filling rate (Bulant et al., 2000), protein content (Tsai and Tsai, 1990; 

Weingartner et al., 2004), and oil content (Lambert et al., 1998; Thomison et al., 2003). 

The allo-pollination effect on grain yield seems above all to be due to an increase of the 

single-kernel weight (Seka and Cross, 1995; Letchworth and Lambert, 1998; Weingartner 

et al., 2002b; Munsch et al., 2008; Munsch et al., 2010). This is assumed to result from an 

early expression of heterosis, which increases the sink capacity of the developing kernels 

(Bulant and Gallais, 1998). The impact of xenia on the yield increase of Plus-Hybrids 

seems to be more consistent and relevant than the CMS effect. It leads to gains up to 15% 

under optimal conditions (Chapter 2 and 3). 

The key is to identify suitable Plus-Hybrid counterparts, i.e. hybrids that combine very 

well and could be included in a seed mixture to optimize the extent of the xenia effect on 
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grain yield. Based on the assumption that the impact of allo-pollination on grain yield is 

due to heterosis, distant relationships between the two Plus-Hybrid counterparts should be 

favorable to its expression. 

In the frame of regular breeding of single-cross hybrids, the relationship between 

genetic diversity among the inbred lines (IL) and its relevance to the degree of heterosis in 

their F1 hybrid progeny has been widely analyzed by means of different molecular tools 

(isozymes (Smith et al., 1990; Stuber et al., 1992), restriction fragment length 

polymorphism (RFLP) (Godshalk et al., 1990; Ajmone Marsan et al., 1998; Betran et al., 

2003; Mihaljevic et al., 2005), amplified fragment length polymorphism (AFLP) (Smith et 

al., 1990; Kiula et al., 2007), and simple sequence repeats (SSR) (Ajmone Marsan et al., 

1998; Reif et al., 2003b; SU-XIA et al., 2004; Xu et al., 2004; Choukan et al., 2006)). 

Although most researchers agreed that the GD was only a poor predictor of heterosis for 

maize but also for other crops (Xiao et al., 1996; Cheres et al., 2000; Zhang et al., 2007; 

Krystkowiak et al., 2008; Renming et al., 2008), molecular tools are increasingly 

implemented in combination with empirical breeding methods (Xu and Crouch, 2008). In 

the last decade, marker assisted selection (MAS) was implemented by most of the maize 

breeding companies in order to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of practical plant 

breeding (Stuber et al., 1999; Koebner, 2005; Dayteg et al., 2007; Hallauer, 2007). 

According to Knapp (1998), the selecting of one or more superior genotype by regular 

phenotypic selection needs 1.0 to 16.7 folds more progeny to be tested than by MAS. 

Furthermore, technological progress and automation has substantially reduced the time and 

costs of molecular analyses, which renders MAS even more attractive to breeders. Dayteg 

(2007) reported an automated PCR system that analyzes up to 2’200 samples a day at a 

cost of 0.24 € per analysis. Similarly, applying MAS to the selection of CMS hybrids with 

a good combining ability or of generally good pollinators for the development of high-

yielding Plus-Hybrids would surely increase interest in this promising new type of maize 

field; extensive experimental layout for the screening of Plus-Hybrid combinations remains 

the major limitation to breeding Plus-Hybrids. Implementing adapted molecular selection 

in the early stages of development may allow selecting a restricted number of putative 

good combining hybrids to be tested in the field. It could also permit to rapidly screen the 

existing hybrid pool for candidates that may be directly integrated in a Plus-Hybrid 

mixture and commercialized. 
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Since developing specific markers for the selection of CMS and pollinator genotypes 

remains very challenging at the current state of knowledge, this study aimed at 

concentrating on the genetic distance between the two hybrids and its impact on the extent 

of xenia on grain yield like it as been done first for heterosis as well. This study focused on 

a broad set of modern European hybrids of various origins, available in their male-fertile 

and one of their male-sterile forms. The field performance of different Plus-Hybrid 

combinations was evaluated in a two-phase field trial in Europe from 2005 to 2007: a first 

year of larger screening at three Swiss sites (Chapter 2) and a multi-environmental yield 

trial at 12 European sites over two years on a reduced set of hybrids (Chapter 3). The 

objectives of this complementary work were to (i) determine the genetic diversity of the set 

of hybrids based on SSR genotyping, (ii) classify the hybrids according to their phylogenic 

background and identify genetic groups, and (iii) determine the relationship between 

genetic diversity and the extent of the xenia effect on grain yield in the field.  
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4.2 Material & Methods 

4.2.1 Plant material  

A set of 18 modern high-yielding hybrids, 12 of which were available in their male-

fertile and male-sterile cytoplasmic form, were obtained from several European breeders 

(Table 4.1). The hybrids were assumed to be unrelated, i.e. not having a parental line in 

common, according to the information provided by the breeders. The US yellow dent line 

Mo17, an important line in the Lancaster heterotic group, was used as a control for the 

molecular analyses. 

 

Table 4.1: Origin of the hybrids and type of cytoplasm (N= normal male-fertile cytoplasm; T, 
C, and S= type of male-sterile cytoplasm). 

     
     

Breeding Company  Hybrid  Cytoplasms 
     

Dekalb♠  DEK1  N  
      

DSP♣  DSP1 
DSP2 
DSP3 
DSP4 
DSP5 
DSP6 

 N § 
N § 
N 
N 
N 
N 

T § 
T § 
T 
S 
S 
C 

      

Euralis♦  EUR1  N § C § 
      

KWS♥ 
 KWS1 

KWS2 
KWS3 

 N §  
N § 
N 

S § 
S 

      

Limagrain ●  LIM1 
LIM2 
LIM3 
LIM4 

 N § 
N § 
N 
N 

C § 
 
 

 
      

NK◘  SYN1 
SYN2 

 N 
N 

S 
S 

      

Saaten Union◙  SAU1  N  
     
     

 
§,  hybrids selected for experiment B 
♠, Dekalb, Monsanto Agriculture SAS, France 
♣, Delley Seeds and Plants Ltd., Switzerland 
♦, Euralis Saaten GmbH, Germany 
♥, KWS Saat Ag, Germany 
●, Limagrain-Nickerson SA, France 
◘, NK, Syngenta Seeds GmbH, Germany 
◙, Saaten Union GmbH, Germany 
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4.2.2 Molecular fingerprinting 

DNA of five plants per hybrid was extracted from young seedlings (four days after 

germination) using the DNA extraction kit NucleoSpin® Plant (Macherey-Nagel GmbH) 

based on a CTAB (hexadecyl–trimethyl ammonium bromide) method. Twenty SSR loci 

were chosen based on location (at least one per chromosome), repeated unit, and high 

polymorphism (Senior et al., 1998; Matsuoka et al., 2002a) (Table 4.2). They were 

synthesized according to the sequences registered in the Maize Genetics and Genomics 

Data Base, MaizeGDB (Lawrence et al., 2008).  

 

Table 4.2: SSR loci, locations (Bin No), melting temperatures (Tm), and number of alleles 
found among the 30 genotypes of maize and their polymorphism information content (PIC). 

         

SSR locus  Bin No  Tm 
°C 

 No alleles  PIC value 
         

Bnlg249  6.01  57  4  0.660 
Bnlg619  9.07-9.08  66  3  0.361 
Bnlg1046  5.03  58  4  0.607 
Bnlg1125  7.04  65  2  0.259 
Bnlg1191  9.06-9.07  59  3  0.230 
Bnlg2238  1.04  57  4  0.694 
Dupssr12  1.08  58  3  0.575 
Dupssr14  8.09  59  3  0.530 
Dupssr28  4.08  60  3  0.544 
Phi001  1.03  66  6  0.696 
Phi015  8.08  66  2  0.320 
Phi021  4.03  66  4  0.600 
Phi032  9.04  64  2  0.364 
Phi034  7.02  65  2  0.373 
Phi036  3.04  64  3  0.440 
Phi050  10.03  63  3  0.428 
Phi113  5.03-5.04  61  5  0.547 
Phi126  6.00  60  6  0.774 
Phi109642  2.03-2.04  60  3  0.483 
Umc1930  10.04  62  3  0.370 

         

 

 

The amplification reactions were carried out in a final reaction volume of 25 µl 

containing 250 ng of DNA template, 0.4 µM of each dNTP, 1 U of Taq DNA polymerase 

(Vaudaux-Eppendorf AG), 1×self-adjusting Mg-buffer enclosed, and 0.2 µM of each 

primer. The amplification was started with denaturation at 92°C for 4 min, followed by 35 

cycles (denaturation 30s at 92°C, annealing 30s at melting temperature (Tm) and 
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elongation 45s at 72°C), and a final elongation step at 72°C for 4 min. The amplification 

reactions were processed in a Mastercycler thermocycler (Vaudaux-Eppendorf AG). 

Amplification products were analyzed by gel electrophoresis on 4% agarose gels in 1×TBE 

buffer and visualized under UV-light after ethidium bromide staining.  

4.2.3 Analysis of molecular data 

In the molecular analysis, band profiles were performed using Gel-Pro® analyzer 

(Media Cybernetics Inc). Each allele of a specific locus was given a letter and the data 

relative to the markers, number of alleles, allele frequencies, and polymorphism 

information content (PIC) were computed with PowerMarker® (Liu and Muse, 2005). The 

genetic distance (GD) of each Plus-Hybrid was calculated with the modified Rogers’ 

distance (MRD) (Wright, 1978), 

∑∑
= =

−=
m

i

a

j
ijij

i

qp
m
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1 1

2)(
2

1
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where pij and qij are the frequencies of the jth allele at the ith marker in the two entries under 

consideration, ai is the number of alleles at the ith marker, and m is the number of markers. 

The phylogenetic trees giving the kinship among the hybrids were obtained from the 

MRD by the unweighted pair-group method using the arithmetic average (UPGMA); the 

dendrograms were performed in PowerMarker® (Liu and Muse, 2005) and displayed in 

Treeview® (Page, 1996). To interpret the dendrograms, a cut-off point, corresponding to 

the mean MRD minus the two-fold confidence interval (α=5%), was defined.  

4.2.4 Agronomic data  

Field experiments were carried out in two phases and included a total of 64 Plus-Hybrid 

combinations. In 2005, experiment A (Exp.A) was conducted at three Swiss locations and 

consisted of the screening of 12 CMS hybrids and 16 male-fertile hybrids using two test 

pollinators, LIM2 and LIM3, and a test CMS hybrid, DSP2-MS, respectively (Chapter 2). 

Five hybrids (in the CMS and male-fertile forms) and three additive pollinators (Table 4.1) 

were selected in Exp.A and tested in a factorial design in experiment B (Exp.B) in the 

‘European maize ring experiment’ (Chapter 3), conducted in 12 environments in 2006 and 

2007 (Table 4.3).  
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Table 4.3: Locations (coordinates, altitude, and soil type) and sowing dates (Sow.D.) for 
experiments A and B. 

             
             

Country  Location  Coord.  Alt.  Soil  Exp.  Sow. D. 
      masl       
             

Bulgaria  Slavyanovo  43°46’N  150  Leached  B  05.05.06 
    24°86’E    Chernozem  B  18.04.07 
             

France  Coublucq  43°22’N  250  Clay Loamic  B  03.05.06 
    0°20’W    Cambisol  B  10.05.07 
             

Germany  Braunschweig  52°16’N  90  Sandy Gleyic  B  08.05.06 
    10°32’E    Cambisol  B  27.04.07 
             

Switzerland  Avenches  46°53’N  430  Sandy Mollic   A  11.05.05 
    7°03’E    Cambisol  B  15.05.06 
          B  25.04.07 
             

Switzerland  Delley  46°55’N  500  Chromic   A  11.05.05 
    6°58’E    Luvisol  B  24.05.06 
          B  03.05.07 
             

Switzerland  Lindau  47°27’N  540  Eutric  A  13.05.05 
    8°41’E    Cambisol  B  04.05.06 
          B  13.04.07 
             
             

 

 

The small-plot trials consisted of a randomized complete block design, where two-row 

sub-plots of CMS or male-fertile hybrids were randomly distributed within a pollinator plot 

(Figure 4.1). The sowing density was 10 plants m-2 according to the European 

recommendations for grain maize. The agricultural practices corresponded to those 

implemented locally to ensure a well-adapted N, P, and K fertilization and the maintenance 

of a field free of weeds and diseases with the aim of a yield up to 12 t ha-1. All the ears of 

each sub-plot were hand- or combine-harvested and shelled. They were threshed after 

being dried for 24 to 36h at 60°C (grain moisture around 10%). The total grain yield per 

sub-plot was measured, and a sub-sample of 300 kernels was collected and dried for three 

days at 95°C (until constant weight) to determine the grain moisture content. The grain 

yield, adjusted to 15% moisture, was used for further calculations. Thousand kernel weight 

(TKW) and number of kernels (KN) of each Plus-Hybrid sub-plot was also determined.  
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Figure 4.1: One pollinator block (Exp B.): the pollinator DSP1 (male-fertile) surrounds the 
randomly distributed six sub-plots. The first sub-plot (light green) gives the sib-pollination of 
DSP1-MS and the last sub-plot (dark green) represents the Status Quo (sib-pollination of the 
male-fertile DSP1). 
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4.2.5 Calculation of the effects 

The xenia effect (percentage of variation) on grain yield and TKW was calculated as 

100% ×
−

=
−×−

−×−×−

FAMSA

FAMSABMSA
AB VAR

VARVAR
XENIA , 

where VARA-MSxA and VARA-MSxB gives the variable value of the CMS hybrid A after sib-

pollination or allo-pollination by the pollinator hybrid B, respectively. 

The calculation of the specific combining ability (SCA) of Plus-Hybrids, in percentage 

of variation in yield or TKW through xenia effect on hybrid A, is adapted from the regular 

definition of SCA for agronomic traits (Sprague and Tatum, 1942), 

 

)(% BAABAB GPAGCAXENIASCA +−= , 

 

where GCAA is the general combining ability of the CMS hybrid A, i.e. the average 

percentage of variation through the xenia effect after allo-pollination by the set of 

pollinators, and GPAB is the general pollinating ability of the male-fertile hybrid B, i.e. the 

average percentage variation through the xenia effect induced by the pollinator B on the set 

of CMS hybrids. 
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4.2.6 Analysis of agronomic data 

The field experiments A and B were analyzed separately. Analysis of variance 

(ANOVA) and the comparison of mean grain yield, TKW, and KN were performed with 

the MIXED procedure (Littell et al., 2006) of the SAS® 9.1.3 software (SAS, 2004) based 

on the REML (restricted maximum likelihood) approach. This method assumes that the 

distribution of the dependent variable (error term and the random effects) is normal. The 

environments (year × location) and blocks within environments were treated as random 

factors. Sources of variation and appropriate F ratios (Type III F test on fixed effects) were 

applied according to McIntosh (1983). The estimates of the means were compared with the 

Student-Newman-Keuls test (t test).  

To analyze the relationship between the extent of the xenia effect on the yield or TKW 

of the Plus-Hybrids and the GD separating both hybrid components, the Pearson’s 

correlation coefficient (r) (Pearson, 1896) was determined with the CORR procedure of the 

SAS® 9.1.3 software (SAS, 2004). 

 

4.3 Results 

4.3.1 Molecular marker data and genetic relationship 

The 20 SSR primers pairs revealed 71 alleles for the 30 maize genotypes, with an 

average of 3.6 alleles per locus (Table 4.1). The polymorphism information content (PIC) 

of the markers ranged from 0.23 in Bnlg1191 to 0.77 in Phi126 with an average of 0.49 

across the 20 marker pairs. Since the PIC value represents the genetic diversity for a 

specific locus, the higher the PIC score the more informative the SSR primer pair.  

Male-fertile and male-sterile versions of specific hybrids were not, as expected, 

genetically identical, but little diversity was detected among them. Nevertheless, the 

genetic discrepancy between the two cytoplasmic forms of one genotype was usually due 

to rare allelic differences (mostly on only one locus of one of the five individuals 

genotyped per cytoplasmic form). For a given genotype, the modified Rogers’distance 

(MRD) between its normal and male-sterile cytoplasm forms was always small (below 

0.010) compared to the distance between this genotype and the others. The MRD among 

hybrids were relatively low and ranged from 0.048 for LIM1-MS x LIM2-F to 0.148 for 
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EUR1-MS x DSP1-F. The average MRD of all 64 hybrid combinations was 0.098 (Table 

4.4).  

For the hybrids in Exp.A, the average MRD separating the two main test hybrids and 

the hybrids of interest was 0.094 between DSP2-MS and the 17 male-fertile hybrids and 

0.095 between LIM2 and the 12 CMS hybrids. The closest combinations were with DSP4 

(0.054) and LIM1-MS (0.048), respectively. The combination in Exp.A with the highest 

MRD was the combination of the two test hybrids themselves (DSP2-MS x LIM2, 0.120). 

The average MRD among the 30 Plus-Hybrids evaluated in Exp.B was 0.102, ranging from 

0.048 (LIM1-MS x LIM2) to 0.158 (EUR1-MS x DSP1). Among the five CMS hybrids, 

DSP2-MS was the closest and DSP1-MS the widest related to the set of allo-pollinators 

(respectively 0.095 and 0.116, NS). The KWS2 pollinator was related most closely to the 

set of CMS hybrids (0.089), while DSP1 was the most distantly related pollinator (0.124); 

again, this difference in the average MRD across the set of CMS hybrids was not 

statistically significant.  

The US line, Mo17, was the control for the molecular analyses and very distantly 

related to the European hybrids. The average MRD between Mo17 and the set of hybrids 

was 0.145 (across 30 hybrids), ranging from 0.113 to 0.171.  

4.3.2 Phylogenic tree 

The UPGMA dendrogram (Figure 4.2.a.) of the 30 hybrids, based on MRD, 

distinguished the control Mo17 from the set of modern hybrids. The cut-off point in this 

study was 0.082 among all the hybrids genotyped. According to this cut-off, five main 

clusters of related hybrids as well as some isolated genotypes were identified among the 

plant material (Figure 4.2.a). The clusters B and E consisted exclusively of hybrids from 

Delley Seeds and Plants (DSP): their repartition in two different clusters was consistent 

with the information obtained from the breeders identifying DSP5 and DSP6 as being 

unrelated to the other hybrids provided by DSP. The C cluster comprised five hybrids, 

those from NK-Syngenta and from KWS, as well as LIM3. According to Limagrain 

breeders, LIM3 and LIM4 are not directly related to LIM1 and LIM2, which was 

confirmed by the phylogenic tree; LIM1 and LIM2 formed the cluster D, while LIM4 was 

isolated. Hybrids from the three other breeding companies, Euralis, Dekalb, and Saaten-

Union, were grouped in cluster A, with a relatively large genetic distance to material from 
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DSP, KWS, Limagrain, and Syngenta. LIM4, KWS3, and DSP1 were isolated in the 

dendrogram, which was consistent with the pedigree communicated by the breeders.  

In the second dendrogram (Figure 4.2.b), consisting only of hybrids involved in Exp.B, 

the cut-off of 0.082 led to the isolation of EUR1 and DSP1, while it grouped LIM1 and 

LIM2, the two hybrids from Limagrain, in one cluster (G) and DSP2 with KWS1 and 

KWS2, the two hybrids of KWS, in a second cluster (F). 
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Figure 4.2: Dendrograms of the hybrids and the control IL Mo17 computed based on the 
modified Rogers’distance (MRD) and according to the unweighted pair-group method using 
arithmetic average (UPGMA):  

a. Set of all 30 hybrids  
b. Sub-set of the 12 hybrids of Exp.B 

 



 

 

Table 4.4: Modified Rogers’ distance between the male-sterile (Hyb-MS) and the male-fertile (Hyb-F) components of the Plus-Hybrid and the xenia effect on 
yield and thousand kernel weight (TKW) relative to the sib-pollination of the male-sterile component (MSxF) in experiments A and B. 
 

                           

Experiment A  Grain Yield  TKW   Experiment B  Grain Yield  TKW  
                           

      MSxF  Xenia  MSxF  Xenia        MSxF  Xenia  MSxF  Xenia 
Hyb-MS  Hyb-F  MRD  t ha-1  %  g  %  Hyb-MS  Hyb-F  MRD  t ha-1  %  g  % 
                           

DSP1  LIM2  0.110  10.3  19.7  268  25.9  DSP1  DSP2  0.109  10.0  4.8  296  -5.8 
DSP2  DSP1  0.113  10.2  -6.4  317  -5.7  DSP1  EUR1  0.146  -  3.8  -  -2.2 
DSP2  DSP3  0.075  -  -4.0  -  -1.3  DSP1  KWS1  0.107  -  -0.1  -  -11.3 
DSP2  DSP4  0.054  -  -6.1  -  -2.7  DSP1  KWS2  0.098  -  -0.4  -  -8.9 
DSP2  DSP5  0.110  -  1.5  -  2.2  DSP1  LIM1  0.103  -  0.7  -  -4.7 
DSP2  DSP6  0.082  -  0.9  -  2.8  DSP1  LIM2  0.110  -  3.1  -  -8.2 
DSP2  EUR1  0.084  -  -6.5  -  -2.4  DSP2  DSP1  0.113  8.8  -4.1  322  0.4 
DSP2  KWS1  0.083  -  -1.9  -  7.2  DSP2  EUR1  0.085  -  -0.7  -  2.4 
DSP2  KWS2  0.073  -  7.2  -  3.1  DSP2  KWS1  0.083  -  -2.3  -  -1.6 
DSP2  KWS3  0.100  -  -17.7  -  -2.3  DSP2  KWS2  0.073  -  6.0  -  7.9 
DSP2  LIM1  0.106  -  -2.0  -  1.4  DSP2  LIM1  0.106  -  -2.6  -  2.5 
DSP2  LIM2  0.120  -  7.9  -  3.8  DSP2  LIM2  0.120  -  6.5  -  3.7 
DSP2  LIM3  0.102  -  -3.1  -  -0.4  EUR1  DSP1  0.148  10.5  -3.0  299  -0.9 
DSP2  LIM4  0.115  -  -9.0  -  -5.1  EUR1  DSP2  0.085  -  2.7  -  -4.2 
DSP2  SAU1  0.088  -  -14.9  -  -4.1  EUR1  KWS1  0.085  -  0.7  -  -4.2 
DSP2  SYN1  0.094  -  0.8  -  2.1  EUR1  KWS2  0.092  -  5.6  -  2.5 
DSP2  SYN2  0.086  -  -3.8  -  -2.3  EUR1  LIM1  0.102  -  -3.3  -  -4.2 
DSP3  LIM2  0.086  11.8  4.0  321  2.1  EUR1  LIM2  0.109  -  3.7  -  -2.0 
DSP4  LIM2  0.111  10.4  10.9  304  10.6  KWS1  DSP1  0.102  9.7  1.2  327  4.3 
DSP5  LIM2  0.098  10.4  16.9  286  13.7  KWS1  DSP2  0.084  -  1.0  -  0.0 
DSP6  LIM2  0.092  11.0  5.6  291  12.0  KWS1  EUR1  0.085  -  5.0  -  6.4 
EUR1  LIM2  0.109  11.4  16.3  256  19.1  KWS1  KWS2  0.085  -  9.9  -  8.3 
EUR1  LIM3  0.099  -  0.8  -  1.2  KWS1  LIM1  0.115  -  -0.6  -  2.8 
KWS1  LIM2  0.110  11.7  3.7  317  5.4  KWS1  LIM2  0.110  -  6.4  -  2.0 
KWS2  LIM2  0.099  11.1  -3.4  265  3.2  LIM1  DSP1  0.108  8.8  -0.4  283  -3.5 
KWS2  LIM3  0.081  -  -8.1  -  -0.6  LIM1  DSP2  0.114  -  7.8  -  -3.0 
LIM1  LIM2  0.048  10.0  9.6  282  10.6  LIM1  EUR1  0.103  -  1.8  -  2.3 
LIM1  LIM3  0.103  -  -4.3  -  3.4  LIM1  KWS1  0.113  -  1.1  -  -7.4 
SYN1  LIM2  0.070  9.9  9.2  313  5.9  LIM1  KWS2  0.103  -  9.2  -  3.3 
SYN2  LIM2  0.088  10.8  9.4  271  7.9  LIM1  LIM2  0.048  -  7.6  -  -0.8 
SYN2  LIM3  0.086  -  4.9  -  2.5               
                           

  Average     1.2    3.8    Average     2.4    -0.7 
                           

 

Experiment A: Screening at three Swiss locations in 2005  
Experiment B: ‘European maize ring experiment’ at 12 European locations in 2006 and 2007 
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4.3.3 Field performance 

The yield and TKW as well as the xenia effect on this components of the numerous 

hybrid combinations varied considerably (Table 4.4). Both positive and negative effects of 

xenia were found, the extent of which varied from +/- 20% on grain yield and from -12% 

to +26% on TKW across all environments. Whereas the CMS effect was very dependent 

on environment (data not shown), the xenia effect for a given hybrid combination was 

consistent among environments, but its extent varied strongly depending on the 

environmental conditions. Gains in yield of up to more than +20% in certain environments 

were obtained and promising candidates, CMS hybrids as well as pollinators, were 

identified. LIM2 and KWS2 were found to be good pollinators; they induced a strong 

xenia effect on the grain yield and TKW of most of the CMS hybrids. The Plus-Hybrid 

combining DSP2-MS and LIM2, the test hybrids of Exp.A, and, which had also the highest 

MRD, performed best in terms of the xenia effect on yield.  

The specific combining abilities (SCA) for variations in yield and TKW due to the 

xenia effect were calculated for the 30 Plus-Hybrids in Exp.B (Table 4.5). For the most 

part, the SCA varied mostly from -3% to +3% xenia effect on both yield components.  

 
 
 
Table 4.5: Specific combining abilities (%) relative to the xenia effect on grain yield (xY) and 
thousand kernel weight (xTKW) at 11 European locations in 2006 and 2007. 
 

         
         

  Hyb-F 
         

Hyb-MS  DSP1 DSP2 EUR1 KWS1 KWS2 LIM1 LIM2 
         

DSP1 xY  1.0 2.1 0.4 -6.1 2.4 -2.0 
 xTKW  -2.3 -1.9 0.5 0.2 -1.2 0.9 
         

DSP2 xY -1.1  -1.4 -0.8 1.3 0.2 2.4 
 xTKW 2.6  0.4 -2.0 -0.2 0.8 1.8 
         

EUR1 xY -0.7 -0.6  1.7 0.4 -1.1 -0.9 
 xTKW -0.8 -0.4  -0.6 -2.0 1.1 0.5 
         

KWS1 xY 0.8 -5.1 0.9  1.8 -1.1 -1.0 
 xTKW 1.8 -2.7 1.1  1.5 0.4 0.0 
         

LIM1 xY -1.3 1.2 -2.8 -1.3 0.6  -0.5 
 xTKW 1.6 0.6 -0.1 -1.9 -0.2  -3.9 
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4.3.4 Relationship between MRD and xenia  

For all the Plus-hybrids, no relationship was found between the extent of xenia effect 

and the MRD separating the two hybrids, neither for yield nor for TKW (r = -0.01, NS and 

r = -0.09, NS, respectively). Separate calculations of the results of Exp.A and Exp.B 

revealed a correlation (|r|) to a maximum of r = -0.25 (NS). In Exp.B, calculations for each 

environment separately were also performed; significant correlations between MRD and 

agronomic performance were found between MRD and the absolute variation in yield due 

to xenia (r = 0.37, P<0.05) in Lindau (Switzerland) in 2006 and between MRD and the 

absolute variation in TKW due to xenia (r = 0.43, P<0.05) in Braunschweig (Germany) in 

2006.  

The relationship between SCA and MRD was determined for both yield components in 

Exp.B. The correlation coefficient between MRD and SCA for yield and TKW (r = 0.12, 

NS and r = 0.32, P<0.10, respectively) was positive and higher than between MRD and the 

absolute variations in yield and TKW. 

 

4.4 Discussion and Conclusion  

The 30 hybrids were chosen according to their availability in normal cytoplasm and one 

of the three CMS cytoplasms as well as according to their high yields. The field 

experiments were carried out in two phases: a screening with test hybrids in 2005 (Exp.A) 

and a factorial field trial conducted in 11 locations in 2006 and 2007 (Exp.B). High-

yielding Plus-Hybrid combinations with gains in yield from 15% to 20% due to the xenia 

effect were identified. This gain in yield was mainly related to variations in kernel size, 

sometimes coupled with variation in the number of kernels (data not shown); the extent of 

xenia on grain yield was highly correlated to the extent of xenia on TKW (r = 0.64, 

P<0.001), corroborating former findings (Weiland, 1992; Seka and Cross, 1995; Bulant 

and Gallais, 1998; Bulant et al., 2000). Besides xenia, Plus-Hybrids also benefited from the 

effect of male sterility (CMS effect), which can afford an additional gain in yield of up to 

7% (Stamp et al., 2000; Weingartner et al., 2002b; Weingartner et al., 2002a). According 

to the theory of ‘female advantage’, the CMS affects mainly the number of kernels 

produced, usually higher under sub-optimal growing conditions (e.g. slight drought stress) 

(Budar and Pelletier, 2001; Budar et al., 2003). Compared to a regular maize stand (sib-

pollination of male-fertile hybrids), Plus-Hybrids, combining the CMS and the xenia 
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effects, can lead to increases in yield from 10% to as much as 25%. The combination of 

DSP2-MS and LIM2, the two test hybrids of Exp.A, had the strongest xenia effect. Since 

they are older hybrids and tend not to perform as well as the rest of the set of hybrids in the 

present study, we expected to find combinations of newer hybrids with even stronger xenia 

effects. The finding, however, proved that the hybrids selected in a previous study 

(Weingartner et al., 2002a) were highly representative, even though they were mainly 

Swiss hybrids from DSP, and that it was unnecessary to select from more of the modern 

European flint x dent hybrids to fully exploit the Plus-Hybrid system. However, to 

optimize the gain in yield through the Plus-Hybrid effect, it is essential to base the system 

on a modern CMS hybrid with a good kernel set and to combine it with an unrelated 

pollinator able to enhance kernel size through xenia. 

Since the extent of the xenia effect seems to be much stronger and less dependent on 

environment than the CMS effect, breeding strategies of Plus-Hybrid will focus mainly on 

finding the best CMS and male-fertile hybrid combinations in order to optimize xenia. It is 

generally hypothesized that the xenia effect is related to the level of heterozygosity of the 

developing kernel, increasing the kernel sink strength and playing key roles in determining 

enzyme activities as well as rate and duration of grain filling (Bulant and Gallais, 1998; 

Bulant et al., 2000). Considering the numerous investigations on genetic distance (GD) 

between inbred lines (IL) and heterosis in the F1 progeny, the aim of present study was to 

determine whether there is a consistent relationship between the GD separating both 

hybrids and the extent of xenia in the Plus-Hybrid. The SSR analyses revealed genetic 

groups in the set of hybrids, which were related to their origin (breeding company) or 

reflected their degree of relatedness (common parent in common, parental IL derived from 

a common older IL). However, the identification with regard to origin was incomplete, and 

some of the hybrids were not as closely related to material from the same breeding 

company as they were to material from another company. This is considered to be a 

reflection of the common origin of European maize as well as of breeding to maintain large 

genetic diversity within the gene pool. Exchanges of material among breeding companies 

can not be excluded either. Therefore, the hypothesis that a choice of Plus-Hybrid 

counterparts from different breeders will guarantee a wide genetic relationship and, thus, a 

strong xenia effect on yield is incorrect. This realization, however, also suggests that the 

breeding companies probably have promising hybrids for developing Plus-Hybrids in their 

own pool.  
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The genetic distance between hybrids was not directly related to the extent of xenia of 

the Plus-Hybrid and cannot be considered to be a determining factor in the xenia effect on 

yield. Genetic diversity is probably required but is insufficient to obtain favorable xenia 

effects. Even hybrid combinations with a relatively low GD, such as LIM1-MS x LIM2 

(MRD=0.048), expressed a significant xenia effect on yield (+7.6%, P<0.05). 

Nevertheless, in the latter case, xenia was due mainly to a larger number of kernels rather 

than to a change in the kernel size and may be more related to other effects such as the date 

of pollination after silk emergence rather than to the effect of the paternal genetic.  

The actual pattern was more complex than hypothesized. Several factors might have 

affected the estimates of the genetic relationships among individuals, e.g. the number of 

markers used, the distribution of the markers in the genome (genome coverage), and the 

nature of the evolutionary mechanisms underlying the measured variation (Powell et al., 

1996). The PIC values obtained here were similar to those determined by Senior et al. 

(1998) for 70 maize SSR primers, which ranged from 0.17 to 0.67. The dendrogram 

obtained with our set of 20 markers was consistent with the information about the pedigree 

provided by the breeders. Even though other or additional marker pairs would probably 

have slightly modified the dendrogram, GD does not seem to be a relevant indicator of 

promising Plus-Hybrid candidates.  

Numerous studies on the correlation of the GD between the two IL and the heterosis of 

the resulting F1 progeny reported contradictory results. While Betran et al. (2003) found a 

positive correlation between GD among parental IL and performance of the F1, heterosis, 

and SCA in tropical maize, most studies reported no or only low correlations (Ajmone 

Marsan et al., 1998; Xu et al., 2004; Kiula et al., 2007). Most studies concluded that 

molecular markers were reliable for the assignment of the genotypes to known heterotic 

groups but often found no correlation between GD and the agronomic performance of the 

F1 (Godshalk et al., 1990; Smith et al., 1990). Here, a significant relationship was not 

established between the xenia effect of a specific Plus-Hybrid and the GD of both hybrid 

components, neither for grain yield nor for TKW. However, the correlation coefficient of 

0.32 (P<0.10) between SCA (relative to xenia on TKW) and MRD was close to 

significance and similar to that reported by Ballestre et al. (Choukan et al., 2006; 2008) 

between the GD of two hybrids (Dent or Flint) and the SCA in yield of the resulting 

double-cross hybrids (r = 0.38, P<0.05). Furthermore, Melchinger (1999) stated that the 

efficiency of predicting F1 hybrid performance through GD was greater with crosses 
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between IL of the same heterotic group than with crosses between the IL of different 

heterotic groups. This may also be the case for predicting xenia based on the GD of the 

hybrids. It was not possible to confirm or deny this hypothesis based on the results for a 

limited set of hybrids (18 genotypes) with a broad genetic background. 

The GD per se has proven to be a poor predictor of heterosis in F1 progeny, but marker 

assisted selection with specific molecular markers, which were found to be relevant for the 

expression of heterosis, is widely implemented by the breeding companies. This could be 

true for xenia, too. The existence of ‘universal’ good pollinators, like LIM2, which induce 

positive xenia effect on most of the CMS hybrids, suggests that only a limited number of 

genes may be involved in the induction of this paternal effect. If this hypothesis is 

confirmed, it would theoretically be possible to map these candidate genes and to develop 

specific markers. These could then be implemented to, first, screen the existing pool of 

hybrids to identify good pollinators and, second, to improve the breeding of tomorrow’s 

Plus-Hybrids by marker assisted selection. 
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5 GENERAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

5.1 Maize, an ever higher yielding crop 

To meet the future global demand for food, it is, without a doubt, our most important 

task to double the primary agricultural production by 2050. This is extremely challenging 

and can be achieved only when measures are taken today; the urgency of this task is 

illustrated by the fact that climate change may decrease yield consistency on the one hand 

and thus increase demands for the steady adaptation of new genetic material on the other. 

Intensive breeding efforts as well as consistent progress in agricultural practices have led 

to the development of high-performing crops, which can grow in most chemical and 

physical environments, even in a hostile environment such as saline soils. Thanks to 

chemical and technical progress as well as genetic improvements by classical breeding 

methods, damage by pathogens or diseases has been clearly reduced. Plant cultivars can be 

protected chemically and even better by genetic means against antagonists. However, it is 

necessary to develop additional strategies, especially in breeding, to meet future needs.  

In this context, three grasses (wheat, rice and maize) originating from three continents, 

deliver more than half the energy requirements of the human population. Accordingly, 

these three crops cover most of the arable land globally. In contrast to the two other main 

crops originating from Eurasia, the New World crop maize is of equal importance for 

consumption by humans and as a fodder grain crop for animals, playing a major role as 

ruminant fodder and silage maize. According to the newest evidence, maize has played an 

important role in the northern part of South America for almost 9000 years, despite its 

origin in the southwest mountains of Mexico (Matsuoka et al., 2002b). This represents the 

start of its domestication, i.e. transformation from a wild plant to a food crop, at the same 

time as barley and wheat. Since this time, adapting to short days, it has slowly reached the 

higher latitudes of both American continents. By the time the Europeans arrived, it was 

already well adapted to higher latitudes but there is no proof that wild or cultivated maize 

went beyond the Americas before 500 years ago. Therefore, no wild relatives of maize are 

present in Europe, and gene flow from high-yielding and with time, from GM maize to 

wild maize or to primitive races is not possible.  

Grain yields have risen to 10.1 t ha-1 on average in developed countries where high-

yielding commercial maize hybrids predominate (FAO). The rapid turnover of commercial 

hybrids provides an annual gain in yield of 0.1 t ha-1 in those countries. This amazing 

5 
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performance is due to the synergy of genetic improvement in efficient breeding programs 

throughout the last century, based on Mendel’s law (Lee and Tollenaar, 2007). The 

introduction and diffusion of GM maize hybrids has pushed again the yearly increase in 

maize yield in the last decade. Since GM hybrids have been released to the US market, the 

maize yields in the USA have increased on average by 0.2 t ha-1 a year and exceeded 14 t 

ha-1 in 2004 (Troyer, 2006).  

5.2 Cytoplasmic male sterility 

Maize has three major male-sterile cytoplasms, T, C, and S CMS (Duvick, 1965; 

Beckett, 1971). The different cytoplasms are defined according to their specific nuclear 

restorer-of-fertility genes (rf genes), which countermand the CMS trait and restore pollen 

fertility. In maize, the ‘restoring’ alleles of these nuclear rf genes are dominant. Since the 

development of biotechnology, our understanding of the molecular basis of CMS has 

increased dramatically, and the three CMS types can be distinguished from one another 

and from the male-fertile (N, normal) cytoplasm based on molecular criteria (Liu et al., 

2002).  

Even though the CMS effect appears to be less relevant than xenia with regard to the 

yield improvement, it could be of major importance for ensuring yield consistency. CMS 

hybrids often performed better under limiting growing conditions where their male-fertile 

counterparts were unable to express their entire yield potential. Cultivating CMS hybrids 

would represent security and buffer grain yield against the effects of environmental stress 

that affect kernel set (such as a water deficit, i.e. lower plant water potential, around 

pollination). This could be of major interest in the context of climate change.  

Within the normal and each CMS type, sub-groups have been identified according to 

various criteria, including mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) restriction enzymes and 

hybridization analyses (Newton, 1988). The C CMS type, for example, has been divided 

into three sub-groups on the basis of differences in the banding pattern of mtDNA (Pring et 

al., 1980). In both the C and T CMS types, fertility restoration is sporophytic. The T CMS 

system is the most stable and reliable of the maize male-sterile cytoplasm (Dewey and 

Korth, 1994); the production of revertants was made possible by utilizing tissue culture 

(Gengenbach, 1977).  

Maize with S cytoplasm is an example of a well-characterized CMS system that is 

restored gametophytically (Kamps et al., 1996). However, there is still a lack of knowledge 
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about the molecular interactions between the nuclear genes (i.e. the genotype effects) and 

the cytoplasmic genes (i.e. the CMS effect). As well as male sterility there could be other 

strong effects induced by the cytoplasm, which could make sub-types of CMS very 

interesting. Differences in agronomic performance between sub-types of CMS, which have 

a pattern of sterility and restoration similar to the main types, could originate from these 

secondary effects. Precise information was not available on how the different CMS types 

would react if allo-pollinated. In our experiment, no cytoplasmic effects were identified but 

we tested only male-sterile cytoplasms integrated in different genotypes (none of the 

genotypes was available in the different types of CMS), making it impossible to exclude 

interactions between the genotype and the CMS type with regard to the reaction to allo-

pollination. To obtain reliable results, different sterile cytoplasms should first be combined 

to newly released hybrids. Finally, based on our knowledge of CMS effects, it could be of 

advantage for the Plus-Hybrid system that the male-sterile hybrid consists of different 

types or even sub-types of CMS. This strategy would also increase genetic variability in 

the field and, therefore, reduce the vulnerability of the system to cytoplasmic-related 

pathogens, as discussed in the 1970s after the epidemic of Southern Corn Leaf Blight in the 

USA (Ullstrup, 1972). 

5.3 Plus-Hybrids 

The Plus-Hybrid system, first described by Stamp et al. (2000), is another approach to 

boost grain yield of maize, but why was it not discovered and applied before 2000? In 

current maize fields, where single-cross hybrids are grown in pure stands, the harvest 

represents the F2 generation resulting from the sib-pollination of homogenous hybrids. 

Therefore, the harvested kernels are a segregating population, which is already subject to 

an early inbreeding depression. This was not the case when, especially at higher latitudes 

in Europe, double- or three-way hybrids dominated the variety lists. The yield increase was 

fuelled by switching to high-yielding inbred lines (IL) that enabled breeders to produce 

reasonably cheap seed of performing single-cross hybrids. Therefore, the time came to 

develop a new hybrid system that relied on unused plant reserves that increase grain yield 

without changing the plant architecture. Contrary to current opinion, the grain yield of 

present high-yielding European maize hybrids seems to be still sink-limited. Therefore, the 

genotype of the pollen may be one of the main factors required to alter sink capacity. As 

early as 1893, Watson reflected on the excessive amount of pollen produced by a single 
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maize tassel and concluded that this exhausts plant reserves (Watson, 1893). Correns 

(1901) observed that pollen has a direct influence on kernel traits of an allo-pollinated 

plant, not only in the following generation (as was commonly believed). He reported an 

increase in the weight of the embryo and endosperm as a consequence of allo-pollination. 

Later, Carrier (1919) reported that the pollen may influence, not only the color, but also the 

size and weight of the kernel. Despite this early recognition of these biological factors, 

which affect grain yield, no studies had been published on the combined effects of male 

sterility and xenia on grain yield with modern maize hybrids until the turn of the 

millennium (Weingartner et al., 2002b; Weingartner et al., 2002a). The Status Quo of 

maize fields with single-cross hybrids is that all plants are genetically identical in the 

heterozygous state. Since plants in a large field usually intercross, the pollinations are in 

fact self- or rather sib-pollinations. So, the grains produced on single-cross hybrids 

represent the first inbred generation, which means that advantages of heterosis are, to some 

extent, lost. With the Plus-Hybrid system, such early effects of inbreeding can be avoided 

if the CMS hybrid and the pollinator are well-chosen distant relatives. Bulant and Gallais 

(1998) stated that allo-pollination increases the level of heterozygosity of the kernel, 

referred to as sink strength.  

These Plus-Hybrids consist of a blend of 80% CMS hybrids and of 20% unrelated male-

fertile hybrids acting as pollen donors for the whole stand. In addition to the heterosis 

effect promoting the grain yield of both hybrids per se, such a cultivation system combines 

the advantages of CMS and xenia and leads to the Plus-Hybrid effect. The CMS seed-

plant, accounting for 80% of the stand, would benefit from the female advantage through 

CMS and from the xenia effect through allo-pollination by an unrelated pollen-donor. The 

feasibility of Plus-Hybrids is now well-established for a broad range of hybrids of various 

origins: European dent x flint, American dent x dent and Asian flint or semi-flint hybrids. 

(Kaeser, 2002; Weingartner, 2002). In a former experiment, the European plant material 

was limited to a few Swiss-released male-sterile hybrids carrying the T cytoplasm. It seems 

that most European breeders develop modern IL with a CMS background (mainly C and S 

CMS) and produce partly male-sterile hybrids for the market. 

The importance of the pollen source for final grain yield is often neglected but may 

already play a role in results of current evaluation trials, where cross-pollination was not 

prevented. This is particularly true for demonstration plots (two to four rows) of newly 

released hybrids. David et al. (2001) found interplot-interactions among different varieties 
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in plots with only few rows and breeders have often complained that these demonstrations 

plots do not give a fair representation of the performance of their hybrids. Therefore, 

variety tests should include, at least in some locations, four- or better six-rows plots for one 

variety and, of course, use different sowing arrangements (change the neighbors) in the 

different sites to ensure that no bias occurs. 

For the Plus-Hybrid system it is essential to have adapted hybrids or IL available with 

the appropriate male-sterile cytoplasm. To convert a male-fertile IL to a CMS background 

by conventional back-cross methods is a very time-consuming and expensive procedure, 

because several back-crosses are required to obtain a CMS line that is genetically identical 

to the original IL. For commercial purposes, there is a much faster procedure with the 

indeterminate gametophyte (ig) system (Kermicle, 1969; Kindiger and Hamann, 1993). 

The Maize Genome Database (Lawrence et al., 2008) gives a brief description of the 

system. Here, mitotic divisions in the embryo sac are asynchronous and the total number of 

cells and nuclei produced varies. Embryological consequences include twinning, hetero-

fertilization, and the production of miniature and abortive kernels due to elevation of the 

endosperm ploidy level. Haploids are common, and many are paternal. These paternal 

haploids, e.g. from an IL, will receive cytoplasm (chloroplasts and mitochondria) from the 

maternal parent. Was the maternal parent CMS, this generates embryos that are paternal 

haploids but with the maternal male-sterile cytoplasm. When doubled, such haploids are 

direct conversions from the male-fertile paternal IL to the CMS IL. If the paternal IL is a 

non-restoring genotype, the resulting double-haploids will be male-sterile but they can be 

multiplicated by sib-pollination, using the male-fertile version of the IL (maintainer line) 

as the pollinator. Thus, with this ig system, it is possible to convert an IL with only two 

crosses. For several CMS types, including sub-types, seeds are available from the Maize 

Genetics Cooperation Stock Center and professional conversion of IL into male-sterile 

lines can be done by contractors, for example by Professional Seed Research, Inc. (PSR), 

Sugar Grove, IL, USA. This firm uses the ig system and states that it can convert IL in one 

year. This proves that the Plus-Hybrid system is easy to implement. 

5.4 Broadening the European Plus-Hybrid base  

All major European maize breeding companies possess hybrids that were available in 

two cytoplasm types, the normal and the male-sterile. In the late 1990s this was the case 

only in the USA and, by chance, at Swiss Delley Seeds and Plants (DSP). According to the 
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Syngenta company at that time, companies based in the USA were supplying more than 

30% of the maize acreage with 50:50 mixtures of restored CMS hybrids and fertile hybrids 

to minimize seed production costs and improve seed quality. The knowledge that CMS 

hybrids might increase yield (Duvick, 1958) was forgotten. Soon after the publication on 

the ‘revisit’ of this effect (Stamp et al., 2000), the interest in CMS hybrids increased 

rapidly in Europe, too. In the first phase of the Plus-Hybrid program 10 years ago, an 

excellent test pollinator hybrid LIM2 as well as a very good test CMS hybrid DSP2-MS 

were identified, showing high general pollinating and combining ability, respectively 

(Weingartner et al., 2002b). Due to this, we were able to explore a much wider genetic 

range of newly available CMS hybrids from different European breeding companies. 

Although a few internationally based breeders were reluctant to cooperate, the potential of 

47 Plus-Hybrid combinations has now been tested under field conditions in the second 

phase of the program. The sophisticated arrangement of the field trials meant that the 

testing area could be minimized. This was not only an economic advantage, but was also 

essential to reduce the large variability in the yield of these field trials.  

The CMS effects confirmed former findings that the CMS effects on grain yield vary 

considerably, and are rarely significant unless there is a large number of replications 

(Stamp et al., 2000; Weingartner et al., 2002b). This was dissatisfying; as we expected that 

breeders would be willing to turn over to a large array of CMS hybrids if reliable and 

statistically significant yield increases in the range of 5% had been demonstrated, at least 

in groups of genotypes. The material used in the first phase of the Plus-Hybrid program 

(Weingartner et al., 2002b) was exclusively based on T CMS hybrids, but the broad tests, 

carried out in various environments, did not indicate a clear-cut relationship between the 

CMS type and the CMS effect. No relationship was found between the extent of the CMS 

effect on grain yield and the type of male-sterile cytoplasm. It was hypothesized that the T 

or C cytoplasm, which aborts pollen at an early stage (sporophytic phase), would have a 

stronger CMS effect on grain yield than the S cytoplasm, which aborts pollen at a later 

stage (gametophytic phase) (Laughnan and Gabay-Laughnan, 1983). Earlier studies on 

low-yielding experimental hybrids of all three types of cytoplasm, carried out, in part, in 

the US Corn Belt, did not assess this hypothesis either.  

Nevertheless, in our experiment, both T and C cytoplasm increased the KN, which was 

often coupled with a decrease in the TKW. This was not the case for the S cytoplasm, 

which expressed only negligible variations in KN and TKW. The male sterility induced by 
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the S cytoplasm is due to the abortion of sporogenesis at the latest stage of pollen 

production (gametophytic phase), whereas male sterility occurs early in the sporophytic 

phase of hybrids carrying the T and C cytoplasm (Laughnan and Gabay-Laughnan, 1983; 

Schnable and Wise, 1998; Liu et al., 2002; Kaeser et al., 2003). The impact of male 

sterility, in terms of saving nutrients and resources, is less obvious for hybrids carrying the 

S cytoplasm. The strongest or weakest CMS effects on grain yield seemed to be inversely 

related to the yield of the sib-pollination of the male-fertile hybrid.  

Although a much broader set of hybrids from across central Europe was used, only one 

male-fertile hybrid, KWS2, was identified, which could compete with the good pollinator 

LIM2, already described by Weingartner et al. (2002b). This was sort of disappointing; the 

restricted selection of hybrids in the first phase contained the ideal hybrid combination, 

namely DSP2-MS x LIM2. The male-sterile version of KWS2 reacted negatively to allo-

pollination by LIM2. Similarly, the male-fertile versions of the most responsive CMS 

hybrids, when used as pollinators, often induced a consistent decrease in the yield of 

DSP2-MS. The hybrids may either be good pollinators or highly responsive seed-plants in 

a Plus-Hybrid system.  

According to breeders from respective European companies, the hybrids selected for 

this study were diverse and unrelated. Thus, the allo-pollinated kernels here should have 

shown an even higher level of heterozygosity than in the study by Weingartner et al. 

(2002b). This would have modified the source-sink ratio of the seed-plant by increasing the 

sink strength of the developing kernels (Bulant and Gallais, 1998). As the modern 

European hybrids yielded better than those tested by Weingartner et al. (2002b), stronger 

Plus-Hybrid effects on yield were expected but were not found. It may be that only a 

maximum yield can be achieved as a result of the combined effect of CMS and xenia, since 

the exploitation but not the extent of the source can be changed by CMS and xenia. Xenia 

can influence grain yield by affecting two components, TKW and KN. Although it was 

broadly assumed, and was shown, that the xenia effect on yield is mainly related to an 

increase in the TKW rather than to changes in the KN, this was true mainly for T and C 

CMS hybrids, whereas the xenia effect on an S CMS hybrid depended on an increase in 

KN as well. The impact of the pollinator on the extent of the Plus-Hybrid effect was more 

or less consistent across environments, whereas the effect of the seed-plant genotype was 

much more dependent on the environment. This was reported also for the stability of the 
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oil concentration in the TopCross®3 High Oil system (Thomison et al., 2002; Thomison et 

al., 2003). The pollinating ability of a male-fertile hybrid, especially its ability to increase 

the TKW of the developing kernel, was not related to its own TKW. Pollinators inducing 

an increase in TKW by xenia were found among the hybrids with both smaller and larger 

kernels.  

5.5 Ways to identify good partners for a Plus-Hybrid 

5.5.1 Epigenetics 

Even though the evaluation of Plus-Hybrids in a small-plot design, arranged in 

pollinator blocks, is still unrivaled with respect to the demand for land and the exactitude 

of the tests, they are still too expensive and demanding for an exhaustive breeding 

program. This cannot be easily improved in an outcrossing row crop like maize. Therefore, 

attempts must be made to identify marker traits for the CMS and xenia reactions within 

and between genotypes, when certain CMS-pollinator combinations lead to significant 

increases in yield but others do not. A strong endosperm is important for successful 

development of the embryo (Berger, 2003; Gehring et al., 2004). The pollen donor can be a 

main factor in the determination of kernel weight, as shown here and in previous studies. 

While sib-pollinated CMS hybrids showed inconsistent and nonsignificant increases in 

TKW, allo-pollination almost always resulted in a higher TKW. In a parallel study 

(Weider, 2008), the focus was on the endosperm / embryo weight ratio; it is expected to 

explain how both kernel compartments develop after allo-pollination relatively to sib-

pollinated kernels. In accordance with the theory proposed in the literature, the relative 

variation (%) of this ratio should indicate whether the xenia effect on the single kernel 

weight is due to a heterosis (negative value) or to an epigenetic, i.e. imprinting effect 

(positive value), effect. The variation in the size of the embryo of the allo-pollinated DSP1-

MS and LIM1-MS was greater than the variations in the size of their endosperms, 

compared to the sib-pollinated CMS hybrids. This variation is ascribed to a heterosis 

effect. Since the pollen donor is genetically different from the CMS seed-plant, it will 

bring more genetic diversity to the developing kernel and, therefore, avoid the inbreeding 

depression, which is observed following sib-pollination. In contrast to the two other CMS 

hybrids, DSP1-MS and LIM1-MS, allo-pollination of DSP2-MS by DSP1, LIM1 and 
                                                 

3 TopCross is a registered trademark of DuPont Specialty Grains, Des Moines, IA, USA. 
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DSP3 led to positive relative variations in the ratio, i.e. after allo-pollination, the weight of 

the endosperm was ‘more favored’ than the weight of the embryo. An epigenetic effect 

may occur in these cases since the endosperm is known to be an important site of 

imprinting (Berger, 2003; Gehring et al., 2004; Makarevich et al., 2008). Thus, the present 

results do not allow us to exclude a role of epigenetics in kernel development by xenia; it is 

possible that both heterosis and epigenetic effect together determine the control of xenia 

effects, although a boost by heterosis seems to be the driving factor. 

One of the most significant selected traits is the larger seed, corresponding to an 

increased storage of reserves (Consonni et al., 2005). According to our study, the allo-

pollination of CMS hybrids led to a significant increase in yield due to heavier kernels. 

Both kernel compartments, i.e. the endosperm and the embryo, are influenced by the pollen 

donor; however, it is still unknown which pathways govern xenia. Heterosis and genomic 

imprinting may act together to boost kernel weight. 

5.5.2 Genetic relationship 

Apparently, epigenetic effects do not play the major role in increasing the yield in the 

Plus-Hybrid system; if they did, it would lead to attractive new possibilities (e.g. 

development of molecular markers) for selecting good candidates to be tested in the field. 

Be heterosis the major explanation for the Plus-Hybrid effect, then investigations are 

essential to determine the impact of genetic distance (GD) between the hybrid partners. 

SSR analyses enabled us to distinguish genetic groups of hybrids, relating to their origin 

(breeding company) or reflecting their degree of relatedness (e.g. a common parent or 

parental IL deriving from a common older IL). The discrimination was, however, 

incomplete, thus, we had to reject the hypothesis that Plus-Hybrid counterparts from 

different breeding companies will guarantee a wide genetic relationship. The actual 

situation was more complex than expected, possibly due to the extent of the exchange of 

germplasms in the last decades. This does not exclude the possibility that a different or 

larger set of markers might have modified the dendrograms. For the different hybrid 

combinations tested here, no significant relationship was established between the xenia of 

a specific Plus-Hybrid and the GD separating both hybrids, neither for grain yield or TKW. 

However, the correlation coefficient of 0.32 (P<0.10) between SCA (relative to xenia on 

TKW) and the modified Rogers’distance of Plus-Hybrid combinations was close to 
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significance, an indicator that GD may be involved in xenia, at least in part, as it is the case 

for heterosis.  

5.6 Bio-containment 

The Plus-Hybrid system would be easy to adapt to achieve the bio-containment of GM 

pollen of maize! Cultivation of transgenic CMS maize hybrids, in combination with a 

smaller proportion of non-transgenic and unrelated hybrids serving as pollen donors, 

results in the confinement of the transgene within the CMS hybrid, so that it cannot 

‘escape’ from the GM maize field with the pollen (Feil and Stamp, 2002; Feil et al., 2003). 

Such a system could be applied immediately to Bt maize or GM maize for pharmaceutical 

purposes (Weider et al., 2009). In addition to the benefit of bio-containment offered by the 

Plus-Hybrid system, the plants that do not carry the transgene could be considered as 

refuge plants for the pathogens. Therefore, they would contribute to delaying or limiting 

the development of resistant pathogen populations by providing them with an ecological 

niche within the maize stand.  

In the case of herbicide-tolerant (HT) maize, all the plants in the system would have to 

be GM. This implies the use of an HT pollinator hybrid; even in such a scheme, however, 

the total amount of transgenic pollen released is reduced by 80% compared to a regular 

stand of GM maize. The acceptance of GM-based farming systems depends first on the 

stability of the male-sterile expression of the CMS hybrids used. It was clearly 

demonstrated that hybrids with T or C cytoplasm in particular open up viable perspectives 

for the containment of transgenic pollen (Weider et al., 2009). Most of the hybrids carrying 

either cytoplasm T or C were stable under a wide range of environmental conditions. 

However, after the epidemic of Southern Corn Leaf Blight in the 1970s, due to the 

sensitivity of the cytoplasm T to Bipolaris maydis race T, this cytoplasm cannot be used 

universally for the production of commercial hybrids anymore. Even though the male 

sterility of both S and C cytoplasm was not always reliable, some of the hybrids of the 

modern European breeding pool were sterile in the wide range of test environments 

(Weider et al., 2009). On the other hand, with regard to these two male-sterile cytoplasms, 

many CMS hybrids underwent a partial restoration of fertility, possibly due to the presence 

of major or, even more problematic, minor restorer-of-fertility (rf genes). These minor rf 

genes may be naturally present in the breeding pool because they were never counter-
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selected in the past when the main focus was on major rf genes, able to restore fertility in 

the F1 progeny that is sold to farmers.  

5.7 Conclusion 

Plus-hybrids represent a very promising approach to meeting current and future 

demands for higher grain yield. The selection of optimal male-sterile and male-fertile 

combinations among current commercial hybrids should surpass classical hybrid breeding 

by 10 years. Even more progress could be made quickly by concentrating the breeding 

effort on the optimization of the xenia effect on grain yield. Commercialization of two-in-

one packages, where both hybrids (the male-sterile hybrid and the pollinator) are already 

mixed, is clearly the best way to introduce this cultivation system to farmers, whether with 

conventional or GM hybrids. Implemented for bio-containment, Plus-Hybrids could 

improve the acceptance of GM maize in Europe by politicians, the public and the farmers. 

Nevertheless, the legislation must be modified to allow the marketing of seed mixtures and 

to protect the Plus-Hybrid, as done for new varieties. Breeders seem to be receptive to the 

benefits of Plus-Hybrids and are prepared to develop more complex breeding programs to 

bring optimal seed combinations onto the market. Now it is up to the politicians to 

eventually decide about the fate of the Plus-Hybrid system and to establish clear rules to 

secure its future in agriculture. 
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